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PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT IN THE SOR PROCESS

The Bureau of Reclamation. Corps of Engineers. and Bonneville Power Administration wish to
thank those who reviewed the Columbia River System Operation Review (SOR) Draft EIS and
appendices for their comments. Yourcomments have provided valuable public. agency. and tribal
input to the SOR NEPA process . Throughout lhe SOR. we have made a continuing effort to keep
the public informed and involved.

Fourteen public scoping meetings were held in 1990. A series of public roundtables was
conducted in November 199110 provide an update on the status ofSOR studies. The lead agencies
went back to most of the J4 communities in 1992 with 10 initial system operating strategies
developed from the screening process . From those meetings and other consultations. seven 50S
alternatives (with options) were developed and subjected to full-scale analysis. The analysis
results were presented in the Draft EIS released in July 1994. The lead agencies also developed
alternatives for the other proposed SOR actions, including a Columbia River Regional Forum for
assisting in the determination of future SOSs, Pacific Northwest Coordination Agreement
alternatives for power coordination, and Canadian Entitlement Allocation Agreements
alternatives . A series of nine public meetings was held in September and October 1994 to present
the Draft EIS and appendices and solicit public input on the SOR. The lead agencies received 282
formal written comments. Your comments have been used to revise and shape the alternatives
presented in the Final EIS .

Regular newsletters on the progress of the SOR have been issued. Since 1990, 20 issues of
Streamline have been sent to individuals, agencies, organizations, and tribes in the region on a
mailing list of over 5,000. Several special publications explaining various aspects of the study
have also been prepared and mailed to those on the mailing list. Those include:

The Columbia River: A System Under Stress
The Columbia River System: The Inside Story
Screening Analysis : A Summary
Screening Analysis : Volumes I and 2
Power System Coordination: A Guide to the Pacific Northwest Coordination

Agreement
Modeling the System: How Computers are Used in Columbia River Planning
DailylHourly Hydrosystem Operation: How the Columbia River System Responds to

Short-TermNeeds

Copies of these documents, the Final EIS, and other appendices can be obtained from any of the
lead agencies, or from libraries in your area.

Your questions and comments on these documents should be addressed 10:

SOR Interagency Team
P.O. Box 2988
Portland, OR 97208-2988
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PREFACE: SETTING THE STAGE FOR THE SYSTEM OPERATION REVIEW

WHAT IS THE SOR AND WHY IS IT BEING
CONDUCTED?

The Columbia River System is a vast and complex
combination of Federal and non - Federal facilities
used for many purposes including power production,
irrigation, navigation, flood control, recreation, fish
and wildlife habitat and municipal and industrial
water supply. Each river use competes for the
limited water resources in the Columbia River Basin.

To date, responsibility for managing these river uses
has been shared by a number of Federal, state, and
local agencies. Operation of the Federal Columbia
River system is the responsibility of the Bureau of
Reclamation (Reclamation), Corps of Engineers
(Corps) and Bonneville Power Administration
(BPA).

The System Operation Review (SOR) is a study and
environmental compliance process being used by the
three Federal agencies to analyze future operations
of the system and river use issues. The goal of the
SOR is to achieve a coordinated system operation
strategy for the river that better meets the needs of
allriver users. The SOR began in early 1990, prior
to the filing of petitions for endangered status for
several salmon species under the Endangered
Species Act.

The comprehensive review of Columbia River
operations encompassed by the SOR was prompted
by the need for Federal decisions to (1) develop a
coordinated system operating strategy (SOS) for
managing the multiple uses of the system into the
21st century; (2) provide interested parties with a
continuing and increased long-term role in system
planning (Columbia River Regional Forum); (3)
renegotiate and renew the Pacific Northwest Coor
dination Agreement (PNCA), a contractual arrange
ment among the region's major hydroelectric-gen
erating utilities and affected Federal agencies to
provide for coordinated power generation on the
Columbia River system; and (4) renew or develop
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new Canadian Entitlement Allocation Agreements
(contracts that divide Canada's share of Columbia
River Treaty downstream power benefits and obliga
tions among three participating public utility districts
and BPA). The review provides the environmental
analysis required by the National Environmental
PolicyAct (NEPA).

This technical appendix addresses only the effects of
alternative system operating strategies for managing
the Columbia River system. The environmental
impact statement (EIS) itself and some of the other
appendices present analyses of the alternative
approaches to the other three decisions considered
as part of the SOR.

WHO IS CONDUCTING THE SOR?

The SOR is a joint project of Reclamation, the
Corps, and BPA-the three agencies that share
responsibility and legal authority for managing the
Federal Columbia River System. The National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS), and National Park Ser
vice (NPS), as agencies with both jurisdiction and
expertise with regard to some aspects of the SOR,
are cooperating agencies. They contribute informa
tion, analysis, and recommendations where appropri
ate. The U.S. Forest Service (USFS) was also a
cooperating agency, but asked to be removed from
that role in 1994 after assessing its role and the press
of other activities.

HOW IS THE SOR BEING CONDUCTED?

The system operating strategies analyzed in the SOR
could have significant environmental impacts. The
study team developed a three-stage process-e-scop
ing, screening, and full-scale analysis of the strate
gies-to address the many issues relevant to the
SOR.

At the core of the analysis are 10 work groups. The
work groups include members of the lead and coop
erating agencies, state and local government agen
cies, representatives of Indian tribes, and members
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of the public. Each of these work groups has a
single river use (resource) to consider.

Early in the process during the screening phase, the
10 work groups were asked to develop an alternative
for project and system operations that would provide
the greatest benefit to their river use, and one or
more alternatives that, while not ideal, would pro
vide an acceptable environment for their river use.
Some groups responded with alternatives that were
evaluated in this early phase and, to some extent,
influenced the alternatives evaluated in the Draft
and Final EIS. Additional alternatives came from
scoping for the SOR and from other institutional
sources within the region. The screening analysis
studied 90 system operation alternatives.

Other work groups were subsequently formed to
provide projectwide analysis, such as economics,
river operation simulation, and public involvement.

The three-phase analysis process is described
briefly below.

• Scoping/Pilot Study-e-After holding public
meetings in 14 citiesaround the region, and
coordinating with local, state, and Federal
agencies and Indian tribes, the lead agencies
established the geographic and jurisdictional
scope of the study and defined the issues that
would drive the EIS. The geographic area
for the study is the Columbia River Basin
(Figure P-1). The jurisdictional scope of
the SOR encompasses the 14 Federal proj
ects on the Columbia and lower Snake Rivers
that are operated by the Corps and Reclama
tion and coordinated for hydropower under
the PNCA. BPA markets the power pro
duced at these facilities. A pilot study ex
amining three alternatives in four river re
source areas was completed to test the deci
sion analysis method proposed for use in the
SOR.

• Screening-Work groups, involving regional
experts and Federal agency staff, were
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created for 10 resource areas and several
support functions. The work groups devel
oped computer screening models and applied
them to the 90 alternatives identified during
screening. They compared the impacts to a
baseline operating year-1992-and ranked
each alternative according to its impact on
their resource or river use. The lead agen
cies reviewed the results with the public in a
series of regional meetings in September
1992.

• Full-Scale Analysis-Based on public com
ment received on the screening results, the
study team sorted, categorized, and blended
the alternatives into seven basic types of
operating strategies. These alternative
strategies, which have multiple options, were
then subjected to detailed impact analysis.
1\venty-one possible options were evaluated.
Results and tradeoffs for each resource or
river use were discussed in separate technical
appendices and summarized in the Draft
EIS. Public review and comment on the
Draft EIS was conducted during the summer
and fall of1994. The lead agencies adjusted
the alternatives based on the comments,
eliminating a few options and substituting
new options, and reevaluated them during
the past 8 months. Results are summarized
in the Final EIS.

Alternatives for the Pacific Northwest Coordination
Agreement (PNCA), the Columbia River Regional
Forum (Forum), and the Canadian Entitlement
Allocation Agreements (CEAA) did not use the
three-stage process described above. The environ
mental impacts from the PNCA and CEAA were not
significant and there were no anticipated impacts
from the Regional Forum. The procedures used to
analyze alternatives for these actions are described
in their respective technical appendices.

For detailed information on alternatives presented
in the Draft EIS, refer to that document and its
appendices.

•
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WHAT SOS ALTERNATIVES ARE CONSIDERED
IN THE FINAL EIS?

Seven alternative System Operating Strategies (SOS)
were considered in the Draft EIS. Each of the seven
SOSs contained several options bringing the total
number of alternatives considered to 21. Based on
review of the Draft EIS and corresponding adjust
ments, the agencies have identified 7 operating
strategies that are evaluated in this Final EIS.
Accounting for options, a total of 13 alternatives is
now under consideration. Six of the alternatives
remain unchanged from the specific options consid
ered in the Draft EIS. One is a revision to a pre
viously considered alternative, and the rest represent
replacement or new alternatives. The basic catego
ries of SOSs and the numbering convention remains
the same as was used in the Draft EIS. However,
because some of the alternatives have been dropped,
the numbering of the final SOSs are not consecutive.
There is one new SOS category, Settlement Discus
sion Alternatives, which is labeled SOS 9 and re
places the SOS 7 category. This category of alterna
tives arose as a consequence of litigation on the
1993 Biological Opinion and ESA Consultation for
1995.

The 13 system operating strategies for the Federal
Columbia River system that are analyzed for the
Final EIS are:

SOS la Pre Salmon Summit Operation represents
operations as they existed from around 1983 through
the 1990-91 operating year, prior to the ESA listing
of three species of salmon as endangered or threat
ened.

SOS Ib Optimum Load-Following Operation
represents operations as they existed prior to
changes resulting from the Regional Act. It attempts
to optimize the load-following capability of the
system within certain constraints of reservoir opera
tion.

SOS 2c Current Operation/No-Action Alternative
represents an operation consistent with that speci
fied in the Corps of Engineers' 1993 Supplemental
EIS. It is similar to system operation that occurred

in 1992 after three species of salmon were listed
under ESA.

SOS 2d [New] 1994-98 Biological Opinion repre
sents the 1994-98 Biological Opinion operation that
includes up to 4 MAF flow augmentation on the
Columbia, flow targets at McNary and Lower Gran
ite, specific volume releases from Dworshak, Brown
lee, and the Upper Snake, meeting sturgeon flows 3
out of 10 years, and operating lower Snake projects
at MOP and John Day at MIP.

SOS 4c [Rev.] Stable Storage Operation with Modi
fied Grand Coulee Flood Control attempts to
achieve specific monthly elevation targets year round
that improve the environmental conditions at stor
age projects for recreation, resident fish, and wild
life. Integrated Rules Curves (IRCs) at libby and
Hungry Horse are applied.

SOS Sb Natural River Operation draws down the
four lower Snake River projects to near river bed
levels for four and one-half months during the
spring and summer salmon migration period, by
assuming new low level outlets are constructed at
each project.

80S Sc [New] Permanent Natural River Operation
operates the four lower Snake River projects to near
river bed levels year round.

80S 6b Fixed Drawdown Operation draws down the
four lower Snake River projects to near spillway
crest levels for four and one-half months during the
spring and summer salmon migration period.

80S 6d Lower Granite Drawdown Operation draws
down Lower Granite project only to near spillway
crest level for four and one-half months.

80S 9a [New] Detailed Fishery Operating Plan
includes flow targets at The Dalles based on the
previous year's end-of-year storage content,
specific volumes of releases for the Snake River, the
drawdown of Lower Snake River projects to near
spillwaycrest level for four and one-half months,
specified spill percentages, and no fish transporta
tion.

•
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WHAT DO THE TECHNICAL APPENDICES
COVER?

J. Recreation

K. Resident Fish

L. Soils, Geology, and Groundwater

M. Water Quality

N. Wildlife

O. Economic and Social Impacts

p. Canadian Entitlement Allocation
Agreements

Q. Columbia River Regional Forum

R. Pacific Northwest Coordination Agree-
ment

S. U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service Coor-
dination Act Report

T. Comments and Responses

Each appendix presents a detailed description of the
work group's analysis of alternatives, from the
scoping process through full- scale analysis. Several
appendices address specific SOR functions
(e.g., River Operation Simulation), rather than
individual resources, or the institutional alternatives
(e.g., PNCA) being considered within the SOR. The
technical appendices provide the basis for develop
ing and analyzing alternative system operating
strategies in the EIS. The EIS presents an inte
grated review of the vast wealth of information
contained in the appendices, with a focus on key
issues and impacts. In addition, the three agencies
have prepared a brief summary of the EIS to high
light issues critical to decision makers and the
public.

There are many interrelationships among the differ
ent resources and river uses, and some of the appen
dices provide supporting data for analyses presented
in other appendices. This Flood Control appendix
relies on supporting data contained in Appendices A
and O. For complete coverage of all aspects of
Flood Control, readers may wish to review River
Operation Simulation (ROSE) and Economic and
Social Impacts appendices in concert.

Flood Control

Air Quality

Anadromous Fish & Juvenile Fish
Transportation

D. Cultural Resources

E.

F. Irrigation/Municipal and Industrial
Water Supply

G. Land Use and Development

H. Navigation

I. Power

A.

B.

C.

This technical appendix is 1 of 20 prepared for the
SOR. They are:

River Operation Simulation

SOS 9c [New) Balanced Impacts Operation draws
down the four lower Snake River projects near
spillway crest levels for two and one-half months
during the spring salmon migration period. Refill
begins after July 15. This alternative also provides
1994-98 Biological Opinion flow augmentation,
integrated rule curve operation at Libby and Hungry
Horse, a reduced flow target at Lower Granite due
to drawdown, winter drawup at Albeni Falls, and
spill to achieve no higher than 120 percent daily
average for total dissolved gas.

SOS PA Preferred Alternative represents the opera
tion proposed by NMFS and USFWS in their Bio
logical Opinions for 1995 and future years; this SOS
operates the storage projects to meet flood control
rule curves in the fall and winter in order to meet
spring and summer flow targets for Lower Granite
and McNary, and includes summer draft limits for
the storage projects.

SOS 9b [New) Adaptive Management establishes
flow targets at McNary and Lower Granite based on
runoff forecasts, with specific volumes of releases to
meet Lower Granite flow targets and specific spill
percentages at run-of-river projects.
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Flood Control Appendix

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1

1.1 ISSUES AND CONCERNS RAISED DURING
THE SCOPING PROCESS

The Corps of Engineers, Bonneville Power Adminis
tration, and Bureau of Reclamation (the three
operating agencies) conducted a scoping process
consisting of a series of regionwide public meetings
and solicitation of written comments in the summer
of 1990. Comments on flood control issues were
received from all parts of the Columbia River basin.
The following includes issues raised in the public
scoping process, as well as those brought for consid
eration by members of the Flood Control Work
Group (FCWG). The work group members' issues
tended to be specific rather than general; whereas,
those from the public were both.

1.1.1 General Discussion

Most commenters felt that flood control was an
important SOR priority, though a few advocated its
reevaluation in light of its impact of fish and wildlife.
One individual recommended eliminating flood
control (including the dams).: Others addressed the
need to fine-tune planning and forecasting tools in
order to make flood control drawdownslwater releases
more efficient and predictable.

1.1.2 Specific Comments

There were many individual issues identified by the
public as well as by members of the work group.
They are listed below. Some of the items brought in
by the public were outside the scope of the FCWG's
task (these are identified with the notation "n/a").
Disposition of each of the remaining items is noted
in parentheses at the end of each item.

1.1.2.1 Priority concerns

• Evaluate the role of flood control and consid
er flood control tradeoffs in the system

operations (addressed through SOS formula
tion)

• Flood control capability should be addressed
and optimized (reflected in study).

• Consider weather forecasting abilities in
relation to flood control storage (being
addressed by northwest agencies in response
to Northwest Power Planning Council's fish
and wildlife program).

1.1.2.2 Fisheries and flood control

• An SOR pamphlet implied that flood control
reservoirs helped fish when they actually
impeded them (addressed through SOS
formulation).

• Change flood control for fish passage flow
improvements (addressed through SOS
formulation).

• Recommend investigating alternative levels
of flood control storage and analyzing how
excess storage Could be used to meet other
system objectives, especially instream flows
(addressed through SOS formulation).

• Recommend a continental design for flood
control and various water uses (n/a)

• Recommend stopping all development in
flood-prone areas and moving people and
their works out of such areas to begin a
return to a native ecosystem (n/a)

1.1.2.3 Local concerns

• The Snake River and its storage facilities are
already operated at their maximum efficiency
and provide benefits including flood control,
and therefore time should be spent to com
bat problems generated downstream (ad
dressed through SOR scoping).
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• Request timely rehabilitation of the 'fii-Cities
region's levees and Federal shore lands and
consideration of a long-term solution of the
flooding potential of the Yakima River (n/a),

• Does potential removal of levees along the
river in Tri-Cities jeopardize flood control
(n/a)?

• Lake Koocanusa should be at full pool by
1 June and drawdown not started until 1 Oc
tober (addressed through SOS formulation).

• Flood control is more important downstream
than at Libby (addressed through SOS for
mulation).

1.1.2.4 Planning/forecasting

• Recommend EIS address problems of inaccu
rate runoff forecasting and conservative flood
control rule curves (underway outside of
SOR).

• More risk should be assumed in flood control
planning to gain higher probabilities of
reservoir refill (SOS premise is that level of
flood protection is not compromised).

• Improve reliability of runoff forecasting
(underway outside of SOR).

• Early season releases for flood control are in
opposition to all other uses; need to consider
innovative ways to reduce flood hazards
(Economics Work Group addressing flood
mitigation).

• Releases for flood control operations should
be considered within the availability of stor
age capacity in downstream reservoirs; deci
sions should be made to maximize the avail
ability of water against the results of a slight
error in control of all flood waters (addressed
through SOS formulation).

• Flood control rule curves for Dworshak and
Brownlee should be altered to provide water
for downstream fish (addressed through SOS
formulation).
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• Spring drawdown to mitigate floods should
be closely related to winter snowpack to
avoid excess drawdown (addressed through
FCWG analysis).

• Want Snake River federal projects released
from the flood control rule curves to allow
flows for fish, especially in low water years
(n/a).

• Evaluate lower Snake flood control rule
curves to shift flood control responsibility to
Columbia River projects (addressed through
System Configuration Studies).

1.1.2.5 Payment for flood benefit

• Benefits from flood control accrue principally
to downstream users; EIS should develop
mechanisms so that governments behind the
storage reservoirs are provided with an
equitable share of the benefits (n/a).

1.2 WORK GROUP FORMATION AND SCOPE
OF ITS EFFORTS

The Flood Control Work Group (FCWG) was
formed of representatives of the COE, BPA, and
USBR, who as a group developed the initial logic for
screening SOR alternatives. Other interest groups
with a knowledge of and interest in flood control
operations (BC Hydro, PNUCC, NWPPC, Idaho
Power, Idaho Department of Water Resources, U.S.
Fish and WJ.1dlife Service, Washington Department
of Ecology, and the Association of Lower Columbia
Flood Control Districts) were added to the FCWG
to incorporate a broader perspective in the analysis
and reporting on the screening of SOR alternatives
and ensuing descriptions and analysis of the System
Operating Strategies (SOS) and the corresponding
impacts to existing flood control objectives. The
work group is also called upon to: 1) ensure that
modeling is performed in accordance with prescribed
operating rule curves; 2) identify potential sources of
errors; 3) assess results for flood control violations;
and 4) coordinate with other workgroups on com
mon issues. The FCWG is charged with reviewing
the Columbia River SOSs as determined under the
SOR process and determining the effect each has on
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current flood control capability at various locations in
the Columbia River Basin. These SOSs were
compared, relatively, to the no-action SOS. The
no-action SOS will ultimately be compared to the
existing level of flood control protection. An assump
tion for SOR is that the current level of flood
protection will not be compromised, and mitigation
will be used, if necessary, to maintain that level of
protection. Evaluation of mitigation costs will be
performed by the Economics Work Group.

1.3 STUDY PROCESS

The study process is made up of two components:
screening and full scale analysis. The objective of
each is the same - to identify the flood control
impact of a wide variety of system operating objec
tives. The screening process used a methodology to
approximate the flood control impacts, because a
large number of alternatives had to be evaluated in a
short time. This methodology used mean monthly
flow as a computational time step and relied on only
five years to establish a statistical sample. Details of
the screening process can be found in "Screening
Analysis, Volume 1, Description and Conclusions."
In contrast, the full scale analysis utilized a daily
computational time step to better define the flood
hydrograph, and it used a 50-year study database.
Frequency curves were derived according to the
standards set forth in the Water Resources Council's
Bulletin #17B. This methodology provided a much
more clear and accurate picture of flood impacts.

1

1.3.1 Screening Analysis

In the workgroup evaluation, comments acquired
during SOR scoping meetings were gathered and
incorporated. All 90 screening alternatives were
evaluated using a spreadsheet which took monthly
flows from the hydroregulating model (HYDROSIM
or HYSSR) and estimated annual peaks and
associated damages at key damage centers. A
combined meeting of all the workgroups was held
and the 90 alternatives were distilled down to six
major system operating strategies (later expanded to
seven) which were then formulated in detail for full
scale analysis.

1.3.2 Full Scale

The study process began with the monthly modeling
of the SOR alternatives and strategies with the
50 year HYDROSIM regulator model which com
putes reservoir outflows and elevations. These data
were then input into a detailed model of the Columbia
River operated on a daily time step. The monthly
streamflows and pool elevations served as a guide to
simulate 50 years of daily flood control regulation
through the use of SSARR/AUTOREG, a model
that simulates reservoir operations and floodwave
movement in a river system. The final product is a
set of flow-frequency curves for each of the seven
control points and two reservoir elevations defined
in paragraph 2.2.3. These curves were used by the
Economics Work Group to determine expected
annual damages for the corresponding damage
centers. A more complete description of the dam-
age centers can be found in the Economics Work
Group appendix.
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CHAPTER 2

FLOOD CONTROL IN THE COLUMBIA BASIN TODAY

2

2.1 HISTORIC PERSPECTIVE ON FLOOD
CONTROL

2.1.1 Historic Floods

The Columbia River historical runoff record at The
Dalles, dating from 1879 through the present, reveals
6 years in which daily peak unregulated flows ex
ceeded 900,000 cubic feet per second (cfs) (25,000
cubic meters per second, m3/s) at The Dalles: 1880,
1894, 1948, 1956, 1972, and 1974. The current major
damage flow is 600,000 cfs (21,200 m3/s). The largest
daily peak in recent history, (999,000 cfs, 28,000
m3/s, based on 1980-level inflows) occurred on May
30, 1948 and was largely unregulated because virtually
no upstream storage was available. The 1948 flood,
throughout the region, resulted in 38 deaths, de
stroyed 5,000 homes, left 35,000 homeless, forced
evacuation of 100,000, flooded 251,000 acres,
breached 13 levees, and caused $103 million in
damage (1948 dollars). Oregon's second largest city
at the time, Vanport, on the Columbia River opposite
Vancouver, Washington, was destroyed. (DOE
BP-7, U.S. Government Printing Office:
1981-796-874, "Columbia River Power for the
People", p.159). In 1972 and again in 1974, floods of
roughly the same magnitude as 1948 occurred if
unregulated peaks are compared. However, these
two events were regulated by upstream storage (most
of which was added after 1948 as part of the Columbia
River Treaty; see paragraph 2.1.3) to below major
damage level. The largest flood of record at The
Dalles was the 1894 flood, which inundated the city
for approximately 60 days. Notable floods have
occurred at tributary sites in the basin, sometimes
independent of the total basin flood. For example,
the largest flood of record on the Flathead River in
Montana was in 1964, and in 1933 at Spalding on the
Clearwater River, ID.

2.1.2 Early Flood Control Planning

Section 1 of the River and Harbor Act of January 21,
1927 directed that surveys be made in accordance
with the recommendations of House Document No.
308, Sixty-ninth Congress, first session. Under
"308" authority, a comprehensive report on the
Columbia River and minor tributaries was prepared
and submitted to Congress in 1932 and was pub
lished as House Document No. 103, Seventy-third
Congress, first session. Although a flood control plan
was not contemplated at this time, the report recom
mended a 10-dam plan of development on the
Mainstem Columbia River. In 1948, a review of the
"308" report was published. This report was much
more comprehensive in that it summarized the
studies of present and anticipated future needs of all
parts of the basin for flood control and other uses. A
comprehensive plan developed by the USBR was
reviewed and corroborated the 1948 Review Report.
The Corps and the Bureau reached agreement on
jurisdiction for construction and on plans for coordi
nated system operation of the projects for multiple
purposes. The Corps would build the mainstem
reservoirs whose primary functions were power,
flood control, and navigation. The Bureau would
build the upstream reservoirs and facilities whose
functions were primarily for irrigation and power.
BPA would market the electrical energy. This review
report of 1948 was published as House Document
No. 531, Thirty-first Congress, second session. This
study was underway when the 1948 flood occurred,
which served to reinforce the importance of the
document.

Changing social and economic conditions in the
basin led to yet another review report, published in
1958. The report developed a plan identified as the
Major Water Plan, which was considered to encom
pass most of the remaining project and practicable
opportunities within the United States portion of the
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Columbia River basin. The potential for develop
ment within the Canadian portion of the basin was
recognized, but no consideration was given to its
development because this was a matter requiring
international study.

2.1.3 Columbia River Treaty

On September 16, 1964, the U.S. and Canada
ratified the Columbia River Treaty (Treaty) which
formed the basis for major hydropower-related
developments on the Columbia River system. Under
terms of the Treaty, four water storage projects were
built: Mica, Arrow (Hugh Keenlyside), and Duncan
in Canada; and Libby in the U.S. The combined
active storage of these projects is approximately 25
million acre-feet, which more than doubled the
previously existing storage capability of the system.
This action led to the development of the Columbia
River Treaty Flood Control Plan completed in draft
form in 1968, and finalized in 1972. This plan pro
vides the basis for current flood control operations.

2.1.4 Standard Project Flood (SPF)

In general terms, the standard project flood (SPF)
may be defined as a hydrograph representing runoff
from the standard project storm (SPS) and snow
melt. The standard project storm for a snowmelt
based SPF is based on estimates of the most critical
combinations of snow, temperature, and water losses
considered reasonably characteristic of the region.
The system SPF was most recently developed in
1969, and reflects all of the current Treaty projects.
The unregulated peak flow for the SPF at The
Dalles is 1,550,ooocfs (43,896 m3/s) and the regu
lated peak flow is 900,000 cis (23,789 m3/s). Further
information on the SPF and Probable Maximum
Flood is available in: Memorandum Report, Colum
bia River Basin, Lower Columbia River Standard
Project Flood and Probable Maximum Flood, Sep
tember 1969, U.S. Army Engineer Division, North
Pacific, Portland Oregon.

2.2 FLOOD CONTROL GUIDANCE

A task force established by the U.S. and Canadian
entities in 1965 developed the 1968 draft Columbia
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River Treaty Flood Control Plan. This task force was
made up of the Corps of Engineers and Bonneville
Power Administration from the U.S. Entity and
British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority for the
Canadian Entity. Modifications made in 1971 by the
Corps were accepted by the Entities in 1972. This
Treaty Plan is but a part of the overall Flood Control
Plan for the Columbia River Basin which provides
flood control protection in both the U.S. and Cana
da. The Flood Control Plan was developed from
studies of runoff data from 1928-1958, the 1894
flood, and from the Columbia River Basin SPF (see
paragraph 2.1.4). The Flood Control Act of 1944
gave the Corps the authority to operate any project
for flood control which was built with Federal funds,
e.g., Grand Coulee and Hungry Horse. In addition,
flood control projects authorized by the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) are also
subject to Corps regulation during a flood, e.g.
Brownlee. Project operating rules were developed to
provide protection for floods allowing for error in
forecasts and to maintain a high level of confidence
of refill. The Flood Control Plan is comprised of the
following elements: 1) A storage reservation diagram
for each reservoir which determines the evacuation
requirement as a function of the seasonal volume
runoff forecast, 2) Outflow diagrams which deter
mine the discharge requirement as a function of the
volume runoff forecast, and 3) Charts and diagrams
that define local and system flood control operating
criteria.

2.3 RUNOFF FORECASTS

The seasonal volume runoff forecasts used to deter
mine reservoir evacuation requirements are statisti
cal procedures that correlate precipitation and
snowpack against runoff. Project owners are respon
sible for the development of reservoir-specific
forecasts while the Soil Conservation Service and
National Weather Service are responsible for the
development of downstream forecasts. Forecasts are
made beginning in January and are updated regular
ly through June. It is these forecasts that are used to
determine reservoir evacuation requirements needed
prior to the start of the spring and summer runoff.
The forecast period for: Dworshak is April-July

•
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inflow, Libby and Duncan is April-August inflow,
Hungry Horse is May-September inflow, Mica and
Arrow are April-August unregulated flow at The
Dalles, Grand Coulee is April-August unregulated
flow at The Dalles corrected for available upstream
storage other than Grand Coulee.

2.4 FLOOD CONTROL RULE CURVE
DEVELOPMENT

Every flood control project uses a storage reserva
tion diagram (SRD), which, based on runoff volume
forecasts, specifies the amount of flood storage
space to be made available by the beginning of the
refill period. Figure 2-1 is an example of an SRD
for Libby project. The SRD is the key element when
examining flood control effectiveness or considering
an alternative operating policy. The SRDs are
derived through systematic analysis of historic floods
reflecting the project's authorized operating objec
tives and considering the possibility of encountering
forecast error. Most SRDs are developed in the
design phases of the project development. In the
mid-1980s, the Corps of Engineers conducted a
systematic review of SRDs for all flood control
projects in the United States portion of the Colum
bia River basin. The purpose of this study was to
ascertain whether SRDs could be modified to bene
fit downstream fish-flow operations while not _
decreasing flood control capability. The analysis led
to the modification of the SRDs at Libby, Grand
Coulee, Dworshak, and Brownlee. These rule curves
are presently being used in operations and are
reflected in base case (SOS 2c) SOR studies. The
SRD is modified to reflect the change in storage
draft requirements based on the desired strategy of
the system or project operation.

2.5 CONCEPTS OF RESERVOIR OPERATION
FOR FLOOD CONTROL

The Pacific Northwest has two principal flood sea
sons. November through March is the rain-pro
duced flood period. These floods occur most fre
quently on streams west of the Cascade Mountains,
the result of intense rainstorms of several days
duration. Snowmelt often augments these floods.

2

May through July is the snowmelt flood period. East
of the Cascades, snowmelt floods dominate the
runoff pattern for the Columbia Basin. Several
factors determine the magnitude of the flood, in
cluding: the amount of snow in the basin; whether or
not a critical sequence of hot weather occurs during
the spring; and whether spring rainfall adds to the
runoff.

From the season-long perspective, flood control
operations include: drawing down the reservoirs to
provide an adequate amount of space to store the
runoff; and filling the reservoir space in a strategic
fashion to minimize downstream damages. In the
Columbia, where large floods involve more runoff
than can be stored, reservoir releases must be ad
justed to prevent one or more projects from storing
too rapidly. The strategy for refill is aided by
computer simulations of the river on a daily basis.

Forecasts of the water supply runoff volume deter
mine how much space should be evacuated from
reservoirs for downstream flood protection. The
forecasts are based primarily on snowpack and
precipitation measurements. Flood control operation
has two objectives: operating the system to minimize
damaging flows on the Lower Columbia River, and
operating individual reservoirs to minimize damage
to local areas. Storage reservoirs often have provi
sions for both local flood control and system flood
control, and in such cases, the criterion calling for
greater drawdown is followed.

The Columbia River Treaty Flood Control Operat
ing Plan (1972) contains the following basic prin
ciples of operation,which are applicable not only to
Treaty storage but all flood control projects in the
basin as well:

1. Two distinct periods of operations are
recognized: (1) the winter drawdown period in
which flood control storage space is attained
in accordance with storage reservation
diagrams; (2) the spring refill period during
which flood regulation is implemented.

2. For purposes of regulation during the refill
period, two main categories of reservoir

•
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projects are: (1) Category I, headwater
reservoirs operated with fixed (usually
minimum) releases; and (2) Category IV;
reservoirs operated with variable releases for
downstream flood control. These two
categories are the most important for system
regulation, and the variable release reservoirs
(Arrow, Grand Coulee, and John Day)
represent those that require continual
adjustment during the spring runoff to
achieve the flood control regulation in the
lower river.

3. A variable controlled flow objective at The
Dalles is utilized, in which years with higher
runoff are regulated to a higher controlled
flow to account for the inability to completely
regulate all flood events and to make the
most effective use of storage. Further, the
controlled flow objectives can change during
the course of a flood, as storage space is
depleted in Category IV reservoirs.

2.5.1 System control

The objective of system flood control operations is
to reduce peak flows on the Lower Columbia. This is
the largest single damage area in the basin, which
includes portions of the city of Portland, Oregon and
extensive rural areas protected by 42 diking districts
along 120 river miles. The projects that are regulated
for system flood control are: Hungry Horse, libby,
Grand Coulee, Brownlee, Dworshak, and John Day
in the U.S., and Mica, Arrow, and Duncan in Cana
da. The Corps has developed a multiple-use reser
voir storage plan involving coordinated operation of
these projects whose primary authorization and
justification is based upon their contribution to
reducing floods in the lower Columbia.

2.5.1.1 Shifting system flood control to Grand
Coulee

A shift in system flood control from Dworshak to
Grand Coulee is designed primarily to minimize the
30 April flood control draft at Dworshak by using
system flood control space in Grand Coulee that
would otherwise be required from Dworshak. This
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preserves Dworshak water which can be used to
provide flow augmentation below Dworshak. Follow
ing is a description of the process for determining if
and how much space can be transferred. On the first
of each of the months of January-April, if the
April-July volume runoff forecast at Dworshak is
3.0 maf (3.702 x 109m3) or less and flood control
space is anticipated to be available (prior to a shift)
at Grand Coulee (based on its SRD), then the 15
April flood control draft at Dworshak (as specified
by its SRD) is reduced by the amount of storage
which can be transferred to Grand Coulee, which is
then drafted appropriately. Local flood control below
Dworshak must be preserved. The April-July
forecast is reviewed at the beginning of each month
and the 15 April draft requirement at Dworshak and
potential shift to Grand Coulee is re-evaluated. On
1 April, two possibilities emerge: 1) if the April-July
forecast shows that the 30 April flood control draft
requirement at Dworshak is more than had been
indicated by earlier forecasts, then that space must
be made available by 30 April (Dworshak must draft,
providing potential flow augmentation), or 2) if the
April-July forecast shows that the 30 April flood
control draft requirement at Dworshak is less than
had been indicated by earlier forecasts, then Dwor
shak must only fulfill the 30 April flood control draft
requirement as specified by its SRD. In either case,
Grand Coulee must then meet its 30 April flood
requirement.

2.5.2 Local Control

Local flood control operation is required in the
winter as well.as the spring for some projects. The
winter period, subject to rain-produced flooding,
generally uses fixed flood control rule curves. This
period is much more unpredictable in nature due to
the inability to forecast rain. These rule curves are
developed for the storage projects based on studies
of historical runoff. The spring period, when the
more predictable snowmelt runoff occurs, requires
rule curves that reflect a variable storage space
availability as discussed in paragraph 2.4. Generally
during the spring period, storage evacuation for
system flood control provides protection for most
projects for local areas as well.
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CHAPTER 3

FULL SCALE STUDY METHODS

3

3.1 EVALUATION CRITERIA

3.1.1 Control Point Flow Requirements

Nine key stream gages (referred to as "control
points" downstream of storage projects or along
their shoreline) on the Columbia and tributary rivers
were selected by the FCWG to appraise flood damage
impacts. See Thble 3-1 for descriptions of the
control points and their corresponding river reaches.
Flood potential at all other Columbia River Basin
locations that are not specifically included can be
readily addressed by observing the flows at one or
more upstream control points, however. During any
flood control operation, all control point flows and
elevations are attempted to be met. The exception
is The Dalles whose control flow varies from year to
year depending on the .amount of upstream storage
space available and forecasted unregulated flow at
The Dalles. Damages at The Dalles accumulate
rapidly when flows exceed 450,000 cfs (12745 m3/s).

3.1.2 Stage-Frequency

The keystone of any evaluation of the effects of
project operation change(s) on flood control effec
tiveness is the stage-frequency or flow-frequency
curve (commonly referred to as a flood frequency
curve). It provides a simple and thorough summary
of the probability of a peak flow (river stage) occur
ring. By definition, the abscissa is exceedance
frequency, and the ordinate is the stage or flow.
The coordinates of any point on the frequency curve
indicate, on the average, how rare that particular
peak is, or the probability that it will be exceeded in
any year. The FCWG used the standard procedure
set forth in Bulletin #17B of the Water Resources
Council Guidelines for Developing Flood Flow
Frequency to develop all frequency curves except
those for Lake Pend Oreille and Flathead Lake.
Both of these locations' frequency curves were

"hand-drawn" because the log-Pearson 'Iype III
probability distribution (used by Bulletin # 17B) is
not recommended for reservoir elevations.

3.1.3 Reservoir Operation Impacts

The first set of frequency curves was developed for
System Operating Strategy (SOS) 2C, which is the
no-action alternative. Subsequent changes to system
operation will yield a different set of frequency curves
which are compared (primarily graphically) on a
location by location basis to the corresponding curve
from SOS 2C. Impacts of a proposed regulation are
readily visible. The set of frequency curves for an
SOS are then given to the Economics Work Group to
determine the flood damage associated with that SOS.

3.2 PROCEDURE

The FCWG provided flood control upper rule curves
(URC) to the HYDROSIM modelers, based upon a
modified SRD or other guidance defined by an SOS.
A URC for a project is developed for each year based
on the volume forecast for the runoff season (see
paragraph 2.3), which is then used with the SRD to
prescribe the amount of project flood control space
required. The last official forecast is 1 April and is
used to prescribe the amount of space to be made
available by 30 April (the date of maximum flood
control storage requirement). For each SOS, the
HYDROSIM model provided end of month reservoir
elevations and monthly average reservoir outflows
which the FCWG used to estimate the flows at each of
the control points described in Thble 3-1. This was
accomplished with a daily simulation model, SSARR
(see paragraph 3.2.1). A necessary assumption to
evaluate operations on a daily basis is that the month
ly reservoir outflows produced by HYDROSIM occur
for each day of the month. This, of course, is not the
way a reservoir is normally operated; however, to
maintain consistency with other work group studies
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involved in the SOR process, a common set of
operating data must be used by all. The constant
daily flowswere then combined with 50 years of
historic daily uncontrolled flows throughout the
Columbia, and the system was operated using the
SSARR model driven by AUTO REG (see below for
a brief discussion of SSARR and AUTOREG). Any
constraints or operating requirements set forth in
the SOS being analyzed were adhered to by the
FCWG. The one-day peak annual flow for each of
the control points for each of the 50 years was
recorded, and the frequency curves were developed.
After careful consideration, the FCWG determined
that a "hands-on" (detailed) regulation need not be
performed. A detailed regulation consists of fine
tuning project outflows to optimize project outflows
for maximum possible system and local flood control.
The decision not to conduct a detailed regulation on
any of the SOSs was based primarily on the fact that
the considerable time and effort involved would not
provide any significant additional information.

3.2.1 SSARR Model OverviewlData
Requirements

The Streamflow Synthesis and Reservoir Regulation
(SSARR) computer was designed for both real-time
streamflow forecasting and river system studies,
using a daily (or more frequent) computational time
step. The model of the Columbia River basin
provides mathematical simulations of reservoir
operations, water movement through the river
system, and the effects of lakes, diversions, etc. that
are used to evaluate various operations including
flood control. Of primary interest to flood control
studies are peak flows and stages at control points
throughout the basin. Input data needed for
SSARR for the study include:

1. Characteristic data which describe
physical features such as drainage area,
reservoir storage capacity, and wa
tershed characteristics that affect runoff.

2. Initial Condition data for specifying cur
rent conditions of all watershed-runoff
indexes, incremental flows over the en
tire basin, and initial reservoir eleva
tions and outflows.

Flood Control Appendix

3. Discharge and elevation time-series,
from historic records or simulated by
HYDROSIM.

4. Miscellaneous Job Control and Time
Control data which specify items such as
total computation period, routing inter
vals, and other computer instructions to
control input-output alternatives.

3.2.2 AUTOREG Model

AUTO REG was developed to interface with SSARR
for the purpose of simulating Columbia River daily
operations in a substantially reduced amount of time.
The SOR process requires a multifaceted analysis of
alternative operating strategies described by monthly
modeling for an historic 50-year period. Flood
control operations involving peak flows must be
analyzed in shorter time increments of daily or hourly
simulations. AUTOREG was developed to substantial
ly reduce the time element involved in simulating
the highly complex Columbia River Basin for the
purpose of the SOR and future studies. Currently,

. upon receipt of a HYDROSIM output, AUTO REG/
SSARR can process 50 years of the complete Co
lumbia system (including development of frequency
curves) in approximately 4 hours. Prior to the
development of AUTOREG, the same analysis
would have taken a minimum of 5 weeks.

AUTOREG's three major functions include:

1. Automation of input into the SSARR
model.

2. Automatic regulation of the entire river
system in accordance with specified rule
curves and HYDROSIM outflows and
elevations.

3. Checks of SSARR output that include
violations of rule curve operations, mini
mum and maximum flow violations, and
river stage violations. This assists the regu
lator in evaluating the simulations quickly.

4. Integration of SSARR with a new data
base system.

5. Creation of output displays and graphics.
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Table 3-1. Control Points and River Reaches Evaluated for Flooding

3

CONTROL POINT RIVER REACH ZERO MAJOR
DAMAGE DAMAGE

Flow at Columbia River Columbia River from below the eonflu- 225,000 cfs, 280,000 efs,
at Birehbank, BC

enee of Arrow Lakes and Brilliant Dam to
6,372 m3ts 7,930 m3ts

the U.S. border

Stage at Kootenai River Kootenai River from Libby Dam to and 1,766.5 feet, 1,774.0 feet
at Bonners Ferry, 10 including Bonners Ferry 538.4 meters 540.7 meters

Flow at Flathead River Flathead River from Columbia Falls, MT 52,000 efs, 82,800 efs
at Columbia Falls, MT to Flathead Lake 1,470 m3ts 2,345 m3ts

Stage at Flathead Lake
Flathead Lake shoreline

2893.1 feet, 2894.5 feet
at Somers, MT 881.8 meters 882.2 meters

Flow at Flathead River Flathead River from Kerr Dam to Thomp- 28,000 cfs, 80,000 efs
nr Polson, MT son Falls Dam 790 m3ts 2,266 m3ts

Stage at Pend Oreille
Lake Pend Oreille shoreline

2,062.5 feet, 2,065.0 feet
Lake nr Hope, 10 628.7 meters 629.4 meters

Flow at Pend Oreille Riv- Pend Oreille River from Albeni Falls Dam 85,000 efs, 120,000 efs
er at Newport, WA to the Columbia River 2,410 m3ts 3,398 m3ts

Flow at Clearwater River Clearwater River from Dworshak Dam to
112,000 efs, 129,300 efs

at Spalding, 10 the Snake River and then to the Columbia
3,172 m3ts 3,662 m3ts

River

Flow at Columbia River Columbia River between Bonneville Dam 450,000 cfs, 750,000 efs
at The Dalles, OR (river mile 145) and river mile 40 12,744 m3ts 21,240 m3ts
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CH APTE R 4

ALTERNATIVES AND TH EIR IMPACTS

4

4.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF
ALTERNATIVES

Seven alterna tive System Operating Strategies ($OS)
were considered in the Draft EIS. Each of the 7
SOSs contained several options, bringing the total
number of alternatives considered to 21. This Final
EIS also evaluates 7 operating strategies, with a
total of 13 alternatives now under consideration
when accounting for options. Section 4.1 of this
chapter describes the 13 alternat ives and provides
the rationale for including these alternatives in the
Final EIS. Operating elemenls for each alterna tive
are summarized in Table 4-1. Later sections of this
chapte r descnbe the effects of these alternatives on
flood control.

The 13 final alternatives represent the results of the
third analysis and review phase completed since
SOR began. In 1992, the agencies completed an
initial effort, known as "Screening" which identified
90 possible alternatives. Simulated operation for
each alterna tive was completed for five water year
conditions ranging from dry to wet years, impacts to
each river use area were estimated using simplified
analysis techniques, and the results were compared
to develop 10 "candidate SOSs." The candidate
SOSS were the subject of a series of public meetings
held throughout the Pacific Northwest in September
1992 After reviewing public comment on the candi
date strategies, the SOR agencies further reduced
the numbe r of SOSs to seven. These seven SOSs
were evaluated in more detail by performing
50-year hydroregulation model simulations and by
determining river use impacts. The impact analysis
was completed by the SOR workgroups. Each 50S
had several options so, in total, 21 alte rnatives were
evaluated and compa red. The results were pres
ented in the Drah E1S, published in July, 1994. As
was done after Screening, broad public review and
comment was sought on the Draft EIS. A series of
nine public meetings was held in September and

October 1994, and a formal comment period on the
Draft EIS was held open for over 4 112 months.
Following this last process, the SOR agencies have
again reviewed the list of alternat ives and have
selected 13 alternatives for consideration and pre
sentation in the Final EIS.

Six options for the alternatives remain unchanged
from the specific options considered in the Draft
EIS. One option (SOS 4c) is a revision to a pre
viously considered alternative, and the rest represent
replacement or new alternatives. The basic catego
ries of SOSs and the numbering convention remains
the same as was used in the Draft EIS. However,
because some of the alternatives have bee n dropped,
the final $OSs are not numbered consecutively.
The re is one new SOS category, Settlement Discus
sion Alternatives. which is labeled SOS 9 (see Sec
tjon 4.1.6 for discussion).

The 13 alternatives have been evaluated through the
use of a computerized model known as HYDRO·
SIM. Developed by BPA, HYDROSIM is a hydro
regulation model that simulates the coordinated
operation of all projects in the Columbia River
system. It is a monthly model with 14 total time
periods. April and August are split into two periods
each. because major changes can occur in stream
flows in the first and second half of each of these
months. The model is based on bydrotoglc data for
a SO-year period of record from 1928 through 1978.
For a given set of operating rule inputs and other
project ope rating requirements, HYDROSIM will
simulate elevations, flows, spill, storage content and
power generation for each project or river control
point for the 50-year period. For more detailed
infonnation, please refer to Appendix A, River
Operation Simulation.

The following section describes the final alternatives
and reviews the rationale for their inclusion in the
Final EIS.
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Table 4-1. SOS Alternative-1

Summary of 50S

Flood Corarot Appendix.

5051 5052 . 5054
Pre-ESA opereuen Current Operalions Stable Storage Project

Operation

$OS 1 represents ayslem operlllion$
before changes were made 89 II I .
~ of lhe ESA.S\IIIg of lhlee SNIi<e
River salmorl $locks. 50S , . repre·
sents operations lTom 19831hfougtl
(he 1990-91 opotr81ingY.",lnftu
enced by Northwest Pow... Act; 50S
l b represents how the sysl(Hl1 would
op9fata wijhout the Wal ar Bud get
and r8lal ed oper81 ,onlllo l:>eoo:t!'\
anad romous "$h , Short -term opera ·
l ions would be condut;ted 10 meet
powel' dem snda wh~e lUIliatying
nonpower requil' em enls.

ACtions by Project

50S 2 ralleds opetallort d the 8')'.
tern with Inl.tim now imprO'MRlenl
measur_ in reeponse to lhe ES A
salmon ~stlngs. Il ls conslstent with
the 1992-93 opet llliooto deset' t>ed In
the Cot'pl'I' 1993 lnt8l'1mColumbia
and Snake AlVeI' Fklw Improvement
Measures Supplamenlal E15 . 50S
2c ,epr esenll the opel'ating deci sion
made as II r&5l.ln of lhe 1993 S uppl.
menial ElS and If, the 1'0 adlon
aha rnal ille tor the 50S A alal lY6 to
sas l a, primtit)' chang.. are
adcI~ionaI flow augmertallon In the
Columbia and Sl'Iaka Rivets and
m odifted pool ..... liliawe' Snake
and .,10MDay rOWNO! r$ <luringjuve
nile salmon migrlll:iOn. 50s 2d
repre-.l1 opel.oor-. 01 the 1994-98
Biological Opl'lion iMued by IIIMf 5.
WIth **"tiOrWlI tow al.mefCaJion mea.
Sl6e5 comJ*ed 1050s ze.

50S 4 would coordll"lale opGfa·
lion 01' 9Iof. rfl98l'VOlfS 10
bttneI~ reer.-tiorl, Iesideni fish,
wlldllte. and anaclromous fiSh,
while minimIZIng Impacts to
power Ilt'ld flood cool rol , A_
voirs would be mallllgod to
spocIfIc: elevations on a monthly
bas~; they would be kept full
longer, while lli ll plOYidlng spring
tIows tor fish and space tor flood
c:ortrol, The goa! b to mlnlmite
f 8ll8rvoif fludual~W'hile m oy·
ng doeer 10 nal....' tow
c:ondrtiOtoS. 50S ee a ftampl r; to
acc:ommodaile anadromous fish
~~~ f1\IIin8l.." IIorMl
10 bonefilm~ and woukl
modify lhe flood c:ontrolopera.
bon:s III Gf...:! Coulee

50S 1 50S 2 SOS 4

U BBY I- -·· -· sos 1 -',,'to Io:::t:, .. '::::::"' : . ' rt: , :r: :~"L

Nonnal 1983- t 99 1 lSIorage protect
opGf8liorlll

• Minimum projoc:t flow 3 kern

• Il1orllJfi 111arget s

• Summer drat Ilmll 015-10 t&fIII

lffi<~~I~;1~ 50S 2c :;;;':::f ~:2 : 1
Operate on syslem proportional man:
as InS OS ta

• Provlclo flow augmemallon lor
salmon and lIturgeon when J8Il . to
J uly Ioreeasl ls grell1er IhaI16.5 MAF

• Meal r;turgeon flows 01 15,20, and
12.5 kcfs In May, June. and Ju ly, re
apedlvely, in allM81 3 0tA 01' t o
y....

I " 5 0 S ' · . · ' ·l;;-.::-:::~"':" : c: · m~;::o..":~ .'".' '' ''' "" ., , ~ ,

• Meet I ped1Ic elevation lar 
gots as Indicated by Imegralod
Rule Cuves (IRCs) ; IRCl are
based on $Iorage conlan! at
the and oIlhe previous year ,
dotonninol iOn gf lhe appt"opti
lil a yeer w~hin the a ilical
period, and runoIr forecasts
boglnnlngIn January
• IRC. MetlIOkeep reoorvoi l
!IAl(2. 459 '-')J~
mlrimlA'namuaI elwatlon
ranges !run 2,399 10 2,327
fNI, cIepencIng on c:r illc:al r
lSel:armlNll lOl1

• Mae! vwlable lIllJ"gaor1 flow'
_gall III Bonnets Ferry lb
ng ..~ 25-AuguIIl t 6 period;
!lorfw'~I peeIl_ high N

35 kc:ts '" !he wanest~

•

4-2 '

K.\f . 1.234 ",,1loor1 C\lbIc ........

FlNAL EIS

!olAf . 1,234 bil lon c:dllc "*_
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Table 4-1 . 50S Alternative-1

5 0 S 5 50S 6 50S 9 505 PA
Natural RIVer Operati on Fixed Orawd own Selllement DIscu ssion

Alternatives

4

SOS 5 wou ld akI jlJYenlle
salmon bVIncreasing river
veloelly. The foul' lower Snake
River project, would Mw new
oul lels in8tsned, slIMing t!'le
reeervcee 10 be dlawn down
to near the original rlYereleva
liM . The "natural rlYer"
ope ration would be daM for
.. 1{2 months In SOS 5b and
year ofound in 50S sc. John
Day would also be operated al
MOP for 4 months, and flow
augment8lion measures 00
the Col umbia River poflion of
the basin would conllnue as in
SOS 2c.

SOS 61flYJ1ves drawing down
Iowllf Snakl:J River profects 10
ftxed elevations below MOP to
sid anadfomous usn 50S 6b
provides lor fixed drllWdlM'nS
fat all tur Iowsr Snake
PfOJeels for .. 1/2 mo nths; SOS
6d clraws down Lower Granll:e
only br 4 1{2 months. John
Day wouldallilObe op8r8l00 at
MOP br 4 monttl9, and flow
augmernalion mellSlJres on lhe
Columbia River por1ion 01the
bas in would conIlnUll lIB In
5OS2c.

50S 9 ,epresents opendions
wggested bV the USFWS,
NMFS, tha state fisheries
agencies, N8Itve American
tr ibes, and the Federal operat ·
ing agencies during lhe
MlII lemenl d iscussi ons Inre
sponse to the tDFG If. NMF$
cour1 proceedings. This all8/"
naltw has three opllons, SOS s
sa 9b , and sc, ttlal lepresem.
dillerent S08I1ar ios to provide
Increased river velocities for
81lad,omoushh bV establ ish
ing flow larg8ls during
migrahon and 10 carry QUI
othllf ael ions to banel~ ESA
lI$1ed6pe<:~. Tl'\(lthree
opl ions are telmed lhe De
tail ed FIshe1y Operating Plan
(9a) , Adoptive Management
(9b), and the Balanced im 
pacts Operation (9c:) ,

SOS PA represents lhe opera
l ion recommended bot NMFS
and the USFWS Biological
OpInions I8aUBd Match "
1995. This 50S lIup portll re 
OOIIefy of ESA·Isted 6peCles
b'f storing water dur ing toela11
and wlntel to meet spring and
summer 1'Iow targel$, and pro
lects other resources by
setling summer dr8ftlim~s 10
manage negaliYe etlects, by
providing IIood prolee:tlon, and
b'f providing tor reasonable
power generation.

50S 5 SOS 6 80S 9 sos PA

1 ; : ~ 'iW:b;" ,e --ilthli4jJi'H" ,.,..-HL .SOs: Sb....,.. ,...:.f!i
Oper ate on system propor
tional drll1'las" SOS 1&

l i :i :!ii ffillilsoIji1milllli'rt~ il
Opeeete on syslem propor
t ional dtaft as In 50S t.

1ffi®1m!illiSP;;;Oii!~llMf,'!: 1
Oper81e on system prope r
lIonaI dr8ft as In SOS 1.

I''';'''''''''' ''', " k,~' ''''''1~L~~Sii .,S09 9a ;'" :tr:t:~tt:,

• Oper8!e on minimum flow
up 10 flood corn,ol,ure curves
yelJtofQUnd. except during f law
augmentation period

• Provide lIIIurgeon flow I.
leasas Apr. ·Aug. to achieve
up to 35 kcts al Bonnet 's Ferry
wtto approprl8le la mp up and
rampdownrates

1""'''' ''OS~b ' '''t 'fu''1Um:-, fjl lL . !!;rr:ti:'<t~->j

• Operate on minimum now up
10 floodcornrol rule CUIV'e6
year .round, except during now
augmentalfon

• Plavida slurgeon now Ie ·
IeIlll8S simijef 1050S 2d

• Can draft to 11I..,81002,435
by end of July to meet lIow
lar ge ls

1"iiOip'!j, Sq S 9Ci:ii"i"i!E:1
• Oper ate 10 Ihe lnlegnlled
Rula Cu rves and provide
slu rQ800 flow leleases as In
SOS 4C

1 It • 0 .3048 me ....

I' ,m,#",',"" ,,',' ''''''ili'fuil~mt; -., -m: SOS_ PA: :td1 " c :U<,

• Operate on minimum flow up
to 1Ioodcornrol rule curves be
giming ., Jan., except during
flow augmantation period

• Sl live to achieve flood eon
trotelevations In Dec. In all
years end by AprI l 15 In 75
percent 01years

• Provide sturgeon 1'Iows 0125
kcts 42 days In June and July

• Ptovtde sufficient 1ICIW$ to
ecl1ieve 11 kcts now at
Bonner'. Felty lor 21 days e t
ler maxi mum flow Pllfiod
• Oral'l to meet flow targets, to
a minim um end at Aug. eseve
t lon ot 2,439 188t unless
deeper dra1ls needed 10~
sturgeontlows
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Table 4-1 . 50S Alternative-2
Actions by Pro ject

Flood Control Appendix

50S 1 50S 2 50S 4

HUNGRY
HORSE Norma/ 1983-199 1 iMorageprojecl

opet'ldiona

• No mallllTl\,I'Tl f\cM rttm nd ion 1rom
mid-Oc:t. 10 milJ.Nw .

• No draft limit ; no refiNt.get

I'" :!.ffi!!-..' 50s >e ' . "
Operate on system pl'opottlonal draft
as In 50s 1&

Operae on~em poponoonel dr-'!
esin SOSla

1 " :C<oo 50s 4C",,;:iS-;,:;;!
• Meoel SpedflC eleval lOO lar·
gets 85 Rlicaled by Inlegr lllled
Rule CUIYn (lRCsj. aim_to
operlll'on lof LJt:IJw'
• IRCs wet to keep re&erVOlr
lui (3,560 ree.) June..SeP..:
mnmum ennuaI ~ion
f'"OM from 3 ,520 10 3,.50
fMl:. Oeperldng on atlcal y.-

50S 1 50S 2 5 054

ALBENI
FALLS I""".. """" ''' ''''''" ",...,mn;,ffitEnl, S OS'l a '!Hl1ffil£p:l:'::l

NOf'Tl1aI 1983-1991 storage project
operat ions

No re f,Olar gel

1 """4;""~,,, sos · ,, , · ,,,y"":r'-It:m:",:t~t:.l1 ::, . 2o.::-!:.1' :..:l::JL

Ope rale on system proportional drafl:
as InSOS 1.

I;WilimlUhilil'SoS 2d;j!rgR~Wi f:': 1

Opefale on sy stem proport iona l drafl
M inSes 1.

I" ~ ,,, ,, -, · soS ....,'''''''~'" l:.:~-:,:·r:8 : " , " .,P':!!:!'t:!E
Elevation targets es1abHshed
for eac h month, generally
2,056 feet Oct.-March, 2,058
to 2.062. 5 1oel Aprll-May,
2.062. 5 teet (1u1~ J une, 2,060
feel July-Sept. (blA: hlgher II
runoff high); OCl.-March drtlW
dtlWn 10 2.051 168\ lIVery 6111

'.5

;
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Table 4-1. SOS Allernalive-2

50S 5 SOS 8 50S <) 50S PA

4

1 ' ''' sos 5.jj! ~j;<01
Operate on system propor
tional «aft. as In SOS 1.

I¥ff;g;'.:sos 5c:gltIHl]t!j
Ope rale on system prClPOf·
l iona! draft as In 80s 1a

(tiR ' , SOS Gb .., . :l
Operala on system propeli' .
tlonal draft as In SOS 1.

b'5~ej~~9.S.~..;ti.i~ mill
Opefete on system propell 
tiOl'lltl dran as In 80s 1.

l. e''''J E.SOS to '....' :~ I
• Operate on minimum low up
10 flood oonlrol rule cu rvea
yearofound. except tkrring flow
8UQI'I"lClnlatlon per iod

• Operalll on minimumnow up
to 1Ioodoonlrol rule curves
yearofound, except during flow
augmentation

• Candra1t 10 meet now tar_
gtlls, 10a minimum enckll'""ulv
elevaliOn of 3,535 toet

o Oper.e lo the Integrated
Ruleo..ves as In 80S "c

Ei;;¥';sosFA " ' I
·~e <In minimum low up
10 flood COftrol f1M curves
yea'ofOUnd. except ckoring flow
&Jgm8t"11l111on perlod

• Strive 10 IIchieve lloocl roo
trol elevatiOns by Apr il 1~ in 1~

percent of lhe ye_
o Ofat! to Il'I88lIIow ta rgot s, to
• mlrWnum eod-ol'-Augus1 el
evation 013.540 feel

SOS 5 SOS 6 50S 9 SO S PA

I:"'''' ':.i SOS'5b':fuj i ,,,,j
Operate on 1l)"If8m propo4'
tiooal <irenas In SOS , II

!-'tlM< '~AS~"" ,.".'1' ~ ,md < ,, _ ,, : ,O)V ~ 1h l~ln .lr

Operate on system propoI'
lional draft as In 80s 111

Hgl',;@1!iSOS Bb h:p _I
Operate on aystem propor.
tional dra1l.1n SOS 1a

Operate on ays:larn propor.
tlOllllI dra1l as In SOS 111

[,.r,iiit:ii' sos 9a ~..:~..:~'l
Qperllle on mlnlml"m now up
to ftood contr ol rule CUIVllS
year-round, extepl <luring flow
augmentation period

L~B:i ~ff£j ,50 S 9b:~(!:g;~i:'ji]

• Opefal. on m.,lmum floor up
to f\oodconttoIrule curves
year-round, excepl during flow
-..gmenlalion r:-Iod

• Can draft to me« ~gal

~ to • minimum encklf...
JI.II' eIevaAion of 2.060 '881

• EIeoIIationlwg.l ' eIlabiltled
tcf each month, V9"*fJIy no
lower than 2,056 feel: Dec.
AprIl . 00 kJW'er than 2.051 fe8l
end 01May, UI (2.062.~1eel)
June---Aug , 2.056 te«
Sept --Nov.

1h .03048_

• Operllle IOflood OOI'Ctol el 
evations by April 151n 90
perCMI ol the Y9ars

o Operate 10 help meet now
targetS, but do nOl dran below
full poo/lhtoogh Aug .
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Table 4--1. 50S Alternat ive-3
Actions by Project

Flood Control Appendix

50S 1 50S 2 50S 4

GRAND
COULEE

It~"iWru, iillj;sos'I~+:",~lt l
• Operete 10 meet Water BUdget tar
gtJI llows 01 134 kcfs at Priest
Rap ids in May .1'

• Meet minimum elev81ion of 1,240
feel In May

• No reM larget of 1.2-4<1 feel in May

• Mainta in 1,285 1001 June-Sept :
mInim um 1,220 teet rest of year

• No May-.lune flow la rget

E·~i #: iJ : ! >hsos·2i, ' ::ili¥~fi!i4!! : 1
• Storage 01waler fof flow aug men
lal ion from January through April

• Su pplemental releases (in ceo
junct ion with upstream projects) to
provide upto 3 MAF add~ ional

(above Water Budget) flow augmen
lal lon In May and June, based on
slid ing scale lor runofl lorecasts

• Syslem flood control space shifted
from Brownlee , Dworshak

• Cont rlbul e, In co~unCljon with up
Slream storage projects, up to 4 MAF
10( addillonal i low augment8hon

• Operata In StJmm&r 10 provide tIow
augmentation wall;l1' and moot down 
stream now targets, bu1 dran no
lower lhan 1,280 feet

1 '(f'~H$i $O$ 4t:ij:ffiNtPq
• Operet e to 9nd.(l1.month 81
wahoo largels . Il$ fonows:

1,268 Sept.·Nov

1.287 Dec.

1.270 Jan

1,260 Feb.

1,270 Mill.

1.212 Apf.15

1,275 Apf. 30

1,280 May

1,288 Jun ,-Aug,

• Meet f lood cornrct rul9 cu rves
only wneo Jan-Jure runoff for e
cast exceeds 68 MAF

50S 1 5 0 S 2 5 0S 4

PRIEST
RAPIDS

Iffisii¥ii:i,R.so~ i. iHffiiiifjf,i jil
• Meel May-Jun9 1low targels JI

• Maint~n minimum now, to meet
Vernita Bill Agreement Z!

Ii["*'ill",, SOS2ci§!i"" hf ",I
Operale as in SOS t e

( ~ij; ~ ~:t}#~ :$();; .~d; ~0tt:~inY: 1
Ope /Me liS In SOS 1a

Operate as In SOS t e

• No May flow largel

• Meet Vem~a 8ar Agreame"!

11 Flaw targots are -'dy -'"9"" WO'iIh weekend ""'" holiday llows no lese lhan 80 pot<>en1.0( OOInI ovw p evia.Ja 5 daY".
2J 55 1o.C'!sCUing heavy load houf'& OcIobor ' 5 k:> NoYu:ntu 30: minimum insIlU'll1lrKK>us no... 70 kchl Dooumbor b April

KAF . 1.234 million cubic: me1etl MAF . 1.2'34 bilion cubic meieR
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Flood Conuol Appendix

Table 4-1. SOS Alternative-3

50S 5 50S 6 SOS 9 50S PA

4

I1 """' "SOS 5II'1': "".I
OpeI'81e on ByIlem pl'opot'
IlanaI draft and prCYlde now
augm&nl81lon as In 80s 2c

m.,,,,, '* soS5C;1Jllj]iI
Operate on system peopce
tiona! draft and prcvlde f\ow
augmentation 11$ In SOS 2c

I }>i,,;,#u,SOSeb I . 1l~ 1__u.__ .. __. __

Operale on S)'llf"'" propor
tional draft and prcMclenow
augmentation .. In SOS 2c

[1;'''''' ' 808...,,,,,.,,. ;1..•. ~-~,;"',. . ".,. .....~.
Operale on system propor
tional draft and prOYlde now
augmentation as In SOS 2c

1 " = SOS.. _ _ ... 9. ~_.

• Opetale 10 meelllood control
,equilemenls and Vem~.BIIlI'
agreement

• PrO\lkSeflow BUgmenh. ,on .e
leases 10 he lp meet target. at
The Dalles of 220-300 kcta April
16-Jt.wle 15, 200 kef!, June 16
July 31, and 160 kds Aug.
1-Aug.31, based on 8f)propriale
cr itical year cIolermlnation

• In abovo allerage runoff years,
ptOVide <to'" of the addtional
fUOOfl volume as !low IIU\lmenta·
tion

I -t+"~m.,, SO,,59b -,,' t;·1
. ." " . .d

• OpenIIe on minimum lOW' up
10 tIoodCOf'Crol nJe CUNeI
year....OlA"ld. except during now
augmenlation period

• Can draft to meet now_·
gels, bcu'lded tit'sas 1M-.d
9c ta-gels, 10 . mlnlmufTl end
ohJcIy etewIl:ian of 1,265 ....

• Opetate10meet McNlWYnow
targeIS of 200 kef!, Aprt
16-J1n' 30 and 1eo kds In
J"~

• Can draft to meet tIow tar·
gets, to a minimum en<kJt.July
elevalion 011,280 feet

• ConIrlbu1e up to -4 MA F tOf
.MIIonalllow augmentation,
based on sliding lIC8Ielol' run
orr IOfecasls, In conJunclion
with other upstream pr ojects

• Syst em llood coolrol shIfted
to this prc;ea

I: '.F,1'Esos PI\ ii
• Operale to aet'liCMt IIood
ccnrol eleYaliOOS by ApR15
In 85'" 01 ye .rs

• Draft to meelllow Iargel&,
down 10 minimum eod-ol-Aug.
el8\lalion of 1,280 feel

• Provide lIow augmenlation
re reeeee 10 meet Columblll
RiIIer low targets 81McN ary
of 220-260 kcf8 Aprll20,June
30, based on runoff lor8ClUd ,
and 200 kcfs JIAy-Aug

50S 5 50S 6 50S 9 50S PA

fttt~"" ,SOS Sti-:-'''! -1 _ 1
Oper_a as inSOS 1.

k ~'O':'! 80S 5C; ' 1
Operlllle as In SOS 1.

1995

0 - . , •. ~. .. =.t -~",," ,505 tw n ,~-. j

OpeI8l:eas inSOS 1.

r,~l~SOS.. "::] :;n
OpenI.e BS in SOS 1.

I '-~ " ,, '~- 50S 9• ..-~w.

Oper_e as in SOS , .

I'! ." -SOS>b' " "') I

I ""G · SOS.C ' I
Oper.e as in sas 1.

1 fl . 0.3048_

-U SOSPA
O M' toM .'

Operate as in SOS 1.
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Table 4-1 . SOS Alternalive-4

Actions by Project

Flood Corurol Appendix

50S 1 50S 2 50S 4

SNAKE I' " .... SOOt ..•....••.. jRrvER ~ .. :.., • ':;;:::•• ~:. ~

ABCNE. Norm.l 1990-91 opetlll>OnS; no
BROWNLEE w•• BudgtIl flows

( '"" . '"" .n ....... • ....1
~ :;:a: ;:: :~ : : SOS 2c : :: ; : :~~~ : :: .
ReIealIe 14l'0 421 t<AF (190 t<AF
Ap118-.J1.nl15; 131 KAf Au5J, ;
100 KAf Sept I tor llow aogm"".....

Iw ,:,,,·';m,$O$.4<,,,,,,,,:;;;;::1
s.m••50S ,.

s.n. as 50S ,. • Rele8se l4l1O421 KAf. as .... 80S
ae
• Release .xlilioNl . -.,ott-.:l
by~ 01 0IMr rn_ end
shepecl per Redam8l1otl reIeaMs
lW1d 8rootr"ee draft requ;remeru;
eimU8llon -.ned 927 KAF .....-

50 S 1 50 S 2 80S 4

BROWNLEE l·mH:;;VH: $OS llfHUrHHtfm J
• Draft a, l"lMded (up 10 110 KAF WI
May) !of Willa , Budget . build on
target fIowa0185 kete • l ower

"'''''.
• 0,*". per FERC lic~

• Pravlde ayst ern flood COI'ltl'oIl1tor

.,."""

• No maximum no.... re81l'lctlon f,om
m~ to mld-NOY.

• No draft limit; no refi ll ta rget

Same as 50S , . exceptfor acldl
lion. flow augmentBlion _ klllowll:

• Draft up 10 13 7 KAF In J~. tu: nol
drafting be low 2,061 feel : re1Illfrom
the Sn8k.lWeralxJveBrownlee "

""""• Draft up to 100 KAF In Sept.

• Shift syslem flood con trol to Grand
eou...
• Provlde 9 kdll or 1wlI 1n Novembe r;
fdlprojed by end tit mOfih

• Maintain November mont hly IlVer
age !low DKeIT1ber Itvough April

Ipjll i ii~iii"SO.2. ,ii,,,iii¥ q
• '","lOS It,,' """ ,," , '

Same as $OS 21::, plus pa5lJ Bddl
t lonal 1lowaugmentllllon leleases
from upsIleam protects

88me as 50S 1a excepl
.ugMly dl1Terenl flood control
l'lJle tuNeS

,
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Table 4-1 . 50S Alternative-4

SOS 5 SOS 6 SOS 9 S OS PA

4

1:;;::1m1'.'sos •• '''ffi ·1
same. 50S , .

1!i!!¥!i:1jli,SOSOd " :"",1
Same11$ SOS ,.

P rooAde 141 10 1.921 MAF
through BfownltMlfor ftow MIg
menlall on, .. delllfmlned bv

-""'"
[:"' Iiii" ' SOS' . n'""""' j> '~" " .1. . .. ."E"H,., .
Provide up 10 927 KAF Ihroug h
Brownlee as d8181'mined by
A &Clamlll ioo

1#~tili~H SO$~;mWgjE!l
PrOYlde 141 to 921 KAF through
BtowrMe 11$ detllfmned by
~ion

1""....~;SOS PA"· '''''"-1. ; " ' :~~" .O?' • .,. ': ' ,

PrOIIide 427 KAF through
Brownlee b' 1IOw augmenla 
lion, as t\eIlllfmlned by
Rec lamation

SOS 5 SOS 6 SOS 9 50S PA

r f,'iiifif~sos .ti}~'+i"~
Same as SOS ~

!2: :;JJ E!$O$...·f ii,s;;,;'!
Sam e as SOS4e

1*H¥.iimsos~. j ·BffijH
Same .. SOSee

1 "~'U~"$OSOd " '- '? · 1 '1:t:;nll:w.: , "w_ "jTi~ ,t~"

s.tne as SOS 4c

,~ .. 2$ _

1"#$'1"+ooS" WjH(t-!
• Drtrfl up 10 110 KN n May ,
137 KAF n JUy, 140 KAF In
Aug., 100 KAF n Sept. for tIow
.-qnllf1llllion

• Shitl8'flIIem ftood conIrol lo
G"." Coulee

j'HBt'£iil1';:606llb ~;iiiiiilil l·"".t .. 'Y" '" ,t..lt·,o,_
• Drall up to 190 KAF Apn l
May. 131 KAF In July, 100
KAF In Sept for fIorw augmen
Ialion

• SI-dl system IIood conIrollo
G.... CouIee

• PrcMcleM Iddolionlll 110
KAF h May I ekwallon "
eboYe 2,068 ,.. Md 110 KAF
In Sep. II elevlKlon .. .tlow
2,043.3'-'

Same as 50S ttl

1 ft a 0 .3041 _

1'.,"" ..... .. I::::=···~SOS PA '1~:::.

Dr1Ift 10 IIIIMItIon 2, 069 !1111t In
May, 2,067 te.r: h Juty, Md
2.059le« In~. , perulng
Ir'i1IcIw all... May end J uly

"'...

1995 FlNALE1S 4-9
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Tab le 4-1 . SOS Allernal;ve-5

Actions by Project

Flood Control Appendix

•

50S 1 50S 2 50S 4

DWORSHAK I '~;~::;: g,: 50S 1.':~-?l':4?::: :~ 1

• Ofatl up 10 600 KAF In May to
meal Wilier e udgellarget flowrta 01
85 kcfs at Lower Granite

• Provide sysl llm flood controllllor
age space

jgmmm:ffi;§lS0s'tti'mi1wm:gmi!
• Mae! minllllum project nOWI
(2 kdB, except for 1 kchI ln August);
SY'Tl1TIftf drafl kmu; maximum
(beharge requilement Oct. 10 NO\I.
(1.3 kcts p1~"'1Iow)

• No Watet Budget r~

1$ .::_ · SOS2c . i€jLi:¥~:-:: '1

sam.as$OS 1.. ph.l$lhefollOWIng
supplement lll rel8UM:

• 900 KAF Of mor e f rom April 1610
June 15. depending on runoff fore
casl at Lowe r Granite

• Up 10470 KAF above 1.2 kcfs mIni·
mum release from June 16to Aug
31

• M8 inlain 1.2 kell cIisehll'go&from
Oct . through Apr il, unl_ higtw" re
qui/eel

• ShIll syslem tIood conlrollO G tlll'lCl
CouIoe ApriI-JiAy if runoff forecasts
at Dwcrshak are 3.0 I.4Af or less

"¥*:,'"t-~;"; 50S 2d ' :p¥~,:;:!1

• Operal. on 1.2 keft mr,lmum (IS

charge up 10 lIood eonlrol rul e CUYEl.
8XClI!IPI when proyIdlng ftow aug m8ll
Ildiol't !APl'. 10 10July 3 1)

• Provide lIow-.qnflllllllon of 1.0
MN plus 1.2 kcts minl11um dis
charge, or 927 KAF .-lCI1 .2 kcfs.,
torn Md 1().June 20. besed onn.n
orr forecast., to meel l.orwer Grrie
1kJw largot of 85 kcfs

• PI'(Mde41O I<AF from JU'le 2 1 10
July 31 tc meet LOW'er Grenlle flOW'
l8lgel ol 50 kcls

• Dtatllo 1,520 lee! aflllf volume Is
expended, if Low« Granne flOW' rer
get i$ nol mol ; It volume Is not
expended, draft below 1,520 loot
until YOlume Is expended

If ' "<ill 5054< ~'''' 'i'qs"i!. 1
ElevlIIlOf\ largel:t nlllblished lor
eecn monIh: 1,599 leet SapI..-OCl:
"ood control rule CtM'VW
Nov.-Aprl ; 1,595 feet May; 1,599
leel June-Aug.:

4-10 -

KAF .. 1,2S4 milloonDUbic..-..
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Table 4-1. 50S Alternative-5

SOS 5 SOS 6 SOS 9 80S PA

4

50561) " t ;'.q
• 0pet.e l0 IoeIol flood corvrol

""'~
• No propor1iol'\al dratl ' or.....
• sr-m ayIlem tIood COf'trollO
Iclw.- SneIle protect .

• ProYide W•• Budgel flow
augmenllalion as In 50S 1_

• Dr_ftIOtetll lower Snake
protec:l:s If nell1a1lnfkJw III In_.

''''··' SOS5c';'; U ',I
• Opet.e to ftoocl conl rol dur 
n; spOl'Ig

• Reftl In June or July -.d
maintain ttvou;Jh A tq.JII

• Dr_ft tor pow. production
dlIlng tall

I ~•. +mJ ~S_5<t
Same as 50S 5b

1 ... . 211_

, I
• Similar to 80S 9a" exoepc
oper... to mElllCnow largets a1
l.ower GrWllle rarvng from 85
to 140 Itctl Aprl 16.June 30
and 50-55 Itctl In July

• Can draft to meet flowt ...·
981s10 _ min. end-d-July'
e~iond 1,490 lMt

• Similet lo 50s 9lI, ell,cepl
opefalel0 meellower Granlle
f\owtetget (el epIlway aM) of
83 ltt1l Apri I...June

• Ca n drall io meet flow ter 
981110. min. end-of...July'
eleVa1iOnd 1.520 fool

1 It .. O.3Cl48 _

IT ' ~<sbS PA I I
• Opet81e on minimum llow-vp
to flood conI rof rule t urve
year -round, excepl. during ftowrlt
augm&nlalion period

• Draft 10 meell flow targets.
clown to min. end-01-AUQ. •
evat ion 0/1 .520 leet

• Sliding-scale Snak e RIY8f
low targets sll...ow'er Grtnte
of as to 100 kcfs AprI10-.1l11e
20 8II'ld 50 1055 kds June
21--Aug. 31 . based on runoft

""......

1995 FINALEIS 4-11
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Table 4-1 . 50 S Alternalive-6
Actions by Project

Flood Control Appendix

50S , 5052 5054

LOWER
SNAKE • Normal ccereuoos at 4 lower

Snake River projects (wftJlitl 3 10 5
feel of lull poo l, dally and weekly
ftUClualions)

• Provide maximum peaking capac
Iy of 20 kcts over daHy average flow
inMsy

1:!1 ;'im lmW;SOS 1b f,nHiJ,tW:;'E)

Same as Ia, except:

• No minimum now llmft (11,500 cfs)
dUflng fal l and wintllf

• No fish-ls la1ed 1818 01 change in
lIows In May

• Opel'al e reservoirs within 1 1001
above MOP 1rom April 1610 July 31

• Same as SOS 18 for fest of year

Same as 50S 2c

50S 1 50S 2 50S 4

LOWER 1!!! i;i ;illiiRi:stiB ~~ f.$!fjfflj4!l
COLUMBIA. Normal oper81ions aI <Ilowe r

Co lumbia prO\OCt&(gene rally within 3
10 5 feel of full pool , dally and weekly
fluetl>tllioos)

• Rest ricted operation 01Bonn eville
oocond powerhouse

I H ?J1-"2f"·~S' ,," ;Ji! " "fm!jjy ,;:;:rym:p:,tl:DV: . " , ; t1 ~ ,", :,m::;

Sam e I!lll 50S 18 except : lower John
Day to minimum lmgallofl pool
(appl'OlC. 262.5 fael} 1rom April 1510
Aug. 31: openlle wilhil'l 1.5 feet of
foreb8y range, unle58 need 10 raise
10 avoid Irrlgallon Impacts

Sams as SOS 2c. 8 Xcepl: op
eeete John Day with in 2 feel of
elevatlon 263.5 feet Nl1'I. 1
through JUnB30

4-12 ·

KAF • 1.2304 mil..", cubic muIonI

FlNA L ElS

MAF .. 1.ZJ4 bilion cWic mct OI$
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Table 4-1 . SOS Alternative-6

SOS 5 SOS 6 SOS 9 50S PA

4

s-rta 8$ $OS 5b, except
~awdowns•• pennanerI

once natur" river IeYeb
reached; no lena

l'e ifi'"'sos50 ,'!'i r'':,1
• Drafl 2 leet pet' tlay IJl8ItIng
Feb. 18

• Operete. NIl..... IIYttf lwei,
awOl( 93 to 115 fl below lutl
pool, Apr.1S-Aug. 3 1; drllW
down leve ls ~ preted lIS
Iol lows, In !eel:

Lower Glan~e 623

little Goose 524

L Man umel'llal 0432

Ice Har bor 343

• Operete w ithin 3 to 5 " ol fuI
pool lest 01V-

• Refil f rom NIll,I'aI ftowsand
st orage rele_

. ?'it .9 OS se •.•. j

l '¥E"!,sos .o ~ '.' I
o Dr8ft 2 teet pef dey
IIIn ng April 1

o Opef.e 33 feel below
fl.t pool AprilS-Aug. 31;
dr-oown kMlIs by
projecl 8$ lollows, In fee(:

Lower Gran Ke 705

unle 0 00&8 605

L Monumentel 507

Ice HeIbor 407

o Opefala over 5·loot
lor&b6yrange once <II_ 
down elevelion re«:hed

o Reti l from nell,I''' f\ow5
and storage releases

o same as $OS 1. restoA ,,,,,,
f'1iliiiffsOs", ¥ii "'I
• Draft lowef Grante 2
fe« per day lIt8I1ing Apt
1

• Opa'atelDwer Gtanll e
I"I6al' 705 11 tor• 112
monl ha, A¢l 16-Aug 31

• Opel'81e33 fe« bek!w flA pool {Me
$OSSblApril 1·q 31 to meet L
Gtenite lIow IClrge'lS (5M OwOf$l'lak);
same as $OS 1a lest 01ye.
• Spill 10 achieve 8O{80 FPE up to
tOla! d issolved Qa9 cap al1~ d ally
average: spi ll cap eo kels st all
projects

Eill: itl-i li( ; ' iJi ;SOS 9b' fi:i :; ~ " ' i ili; - ilik l
' <' ".nh,!L,•.. __ n,>" -, . ! . _fftt . , ~ . "

• Operate at MOP, wilh 1 toot fte. ·
ibility April 1-Aug. 3 1; same as SOS
I a rest of y-ear

o Spif l lo eehleve 80180 FPE up 10
lOla! dissotved ga5capd 120% datv
_age; spill c&ps r.-.ge trom 18
kcf1; aI L MQI'U'TMtf'lIaIlo 30 I«;fs ..
L Gl'anile

I ' .,., rip 50S'." : Col',,1
• Opel81e 35 10 045 feet below ...
pool ApfI 1.J1.1"oe 15 to me« L
Gtrie!lOW latgels l5M Dworshalc),
refll by .k.ne 30; ...,e .. $OS 1.
rest ofy_

• Spl it 10KhIeYe 80180FPE, .. '"
505 ..

I~" ~'" = .... 'jtn, ""~ 50s PA ,,· ::;::? ;

• Oper st. m MO P wilh 1 toOl
llu.ibilitybBt-. Api 10 •
Aug . 31

o Refi. tteee low. SNlke
River pools eIIer Aug 31 ,
L.ow. Grallilean. Not, 15

• Spi ll 10act1l_~ FPE
up to tOlal dissolved OM cap
of 115% 12-hour ....OIage:
&pll caps range from 7.5 kefll
at L Monumenlallo 25 kcfs
alice Harbor

S0 55 505 6 5059 S05PA

' ;;;1r:ffi+·.SOS.50 !d:ff,!~;,ijl
Same el 50S 2, tIllcepl oper.
ste John Day wit hin 1.5leel
above elevation 257 feet
(MOP) from Mey 1 Ihrough
Aug . 31 ; l8fT\eIII S OS 2c re.
of year

t" "2i!" ~~ '~ " """ " !L" I,,: ~ , ~ -, ;..,.." .,. ,-

Sameas 50S 5b

{" T""!! '!9S:i>!!:mm!!i!l
Seme .... 50S 5

1;!HfJifWSOS:$d.ftilij ktl
Same as S05 5

IF:iiiiJjEi¥: sos'Hmi4,Mi>EDI
• same 811 50S 5, except oper ete
Jom Dey within 1 foot llbove elev.
lion 2571eel AprIl 15 ·Aug . 3 1

• McNary lIow targels lIS described
lor Grand Coulee

• Spill 10 lIChi8V1t 80/80 FPE, up to
lotel dt660lved gIllI- ClIp d 120"4 ddy
lI¥erege. lIS(leril/ed by egertct.

I,.;~:!:,!#;.SO$ ,t tjFilim~:r:.m 1
o SeIne as 50s 2, except CIplIf8l:.
Johl Dav al mnlmla'Tl~ pool
01' 282.5 tHI: wtt11 toOl (1f lIexl:llllfy
from April 1&-Aug.31

o MeN llI)' tow Iargeta. a.atbed
torGrandCoulee
o Spid lo -=tIieve 8OJ8O FPE, up 10
10181 clIs&cWed gas ClIP011 20%
cl8,ty 8V1lfa98,'" dertwd by Cotpe.

m?TJHfi ~S('jS PAJ.~oHlij ;; ; ~ i l
• Pool operallore same 8!1
50s 2c , except operste John
Day al257 frgel (MOP) y_
round,w~h 3 '"' cJIl1ex1bUlty
March·Oct and 5 .81 of f1e._
IbIIIty Nov.-FetJ.

• Spi llo achieve 8O"Jl,FPE
up to tOlei dissol'oed gas cap
01115% 12.houI_9:
IpilI alPS RWlg8 trom 9 kcfl ..
John Dey 10 90 kefs III The

"""'"

I ru

1995

1 I<dt. 28_

Sime as SOS 9b, excepl op4Irele
John Diy II minimum op4Ire ling pool

I fl . 0.3041..-
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4.1.1 50S 1-Pr&-ESA Operation

Thi s a lternative represent s one end of the range of the
SOR strategies in terms of their similarity to historical
system operations. This strategy reflects Columbia
River system operat ions before changes were made as
a result of the ESA listing of three Snake River salmon
stocks. This 50S has two options:

• 50S 18 (Pre-Salmon Summit Operation)
represents operations as they existed from
1983 through the 1990 - 91 operating year,
including Northwest Power Act provision s to
restore and protect fish populations in the
bas in. Spec ific volumes for the Water Budget
would be provided from Dworshak and
Brownlee reservoirs to attempt to meet a
target flow of 85 kcfs (2.380 ems) at Lower
Granite Dam in May. Sufficient flows woul d
be provided on the Columbia River to meet
a target flow of 134 kcfs (3,752 ems) at Priest
Rapi ds Da m in May. Lower Snake River
projects would op erate within 3 to 5 feet (0.9
to 1.5 m) of full pool. Other projects would
operate as they did in 1990- 91, with no
additiona l water provided from the Snake
River above Brownlee Dam.

• 50S Ib (Optimum Load-Following Opera
tion) represents ope rations as they existed
prior to changes resulting from the North
west Power Act . It is designed to demon
stra te how much power could be produced if
most flow-related operati ons to benefit
anadromous fish were eliminated including:
the Water Budget; fish spill requirements;
re strictions on op eration of Bonneville's
second powerhouse; and refill targets for
Libby, Hungry Horse, Grand Coulee, Dwor
shak, and Albeni Falls. 11 assumes that
transportation would be used to the maxi
mum to aid juvenile fish migration.

4.1.2 50S 2-Current Operations

Th is alternative reflects operation of th e Columbia
River system with interim flow improvement mea
sures made in response to ESA listings of Snake

Flood Control Appendix

River salmon. It is very similar to the way the
syste m operated in 1992 and reflects the results of
ESA Section 7 consulta tion with NMFS then . The
st rategy is co nsistent with the 1992-93 operations
de scribed in the Co rps' 1993 Interim Columbia and
Snake Rivers Flow Improvement Measures Supplemen
tal E IS (SE tS). SOS 2 also most closely represents
the recom me ndations issued by the NMFS Snake
River Salmo n Recovery Team in May 1994.
Compared to SOS 1, the primary changes are addi
tion al flow augmentation in the Columbia and Snake
Rivers and mod ified pool levels at lower Snake and
Joh n Day reservoirs du ring juvenil e salmon migra
tion . Thi s strategy has two options:

• SOS 2c (Final SEtS Operation- No Action
Alternative) matches exactly the decision
made as a result of the 1993 SEIS. Flow
augme ntation water of up to 3.0 MAF
(3.7 billion m3) on the Columbia River (in
addition to the exist ing Water Budget) wou ld
be stored during the winte r and released in
the spring in low-runoff years. Dworshak
would provide at least an additio nal 300 KAF
(370 million m3) in the spring and 470 KAF
(580 million m3) in th e summe r for flow
augmentation. System flood control shifts
from Dworshak and Brownlee to Grand
Coulee would occur through April as need
ed. It also provides up to 427 KAF (527 mil
lion m3) of additional water from the Snake
River above Brownlee Dam.

• SOS 2d (1994-98 Biological Opi nion)
matches the hydro operations contained in the
1994-98 Biological Opinion issued by NMFS
in mid-1994. Thi s alte rnative provides water
for the existing Water Budget as well as add i
tional water, up to 4 MAF, for flow augmenta
tion to be nefit the anadromous fish migration .
The add itional water of up to 4 MAF would
be stored in Grand Coulee , Libby and Arrow,
and provided on a sliding scale tied to run off
forecasts. Flow targets are established at
Lower Granite and McNary.

In cases such as the SO R, where the proposed act ion
is a new management plan, the No Action Altema-
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tive means continuing with the present course of
action until that action is changed (46 FR 13027).
Among all of the strategies and options, SOS 2c best
meets this definition for the No Action Alternative.

4.1.3 SOS 4-Stable Storage Project Operation

This alternative is intended to operate the storage
reservoirs to benefit recreation, resident fish, wild
life, and anadromous fish while minimizing impacts
of such operation to power and flood control.
Reservoirs would be kept full longer, but still provide
spring flows for fish and space for flood control.
The goal is to minimize reservoir fluctuations while
moving closer to natural flow conditions. For the
Final EIS, this alternative has one option:

• SOS 4c (Stable Storage Operation with
Modified Grand Coulee Flood Control)
applies year-round Integrated Rule Curves
(IRCs) developed by the State of Montana
for Libby and Hungry Horse. Other reser
voirs would be managed to specific elevations
on a monthly basis; they would be kept full
longer, while still providing spring flows for
fish and space for flood control. The goal is
to minimize reservoir fluctuations while
moving closer to natural flow conditions.
Grand Coulee would meet elevation targets
year-round to provide acceptable water
retention times; however, upper rule curves
would apply at Grand Coulee if the January
to July runoff forecast at the project is great
er than 68 MAF (84 billion m3) .

4.1.4 SOS 5-Natural River Operation

This alternative is designed to aid juvenile salmon
migration by drawing down reservoirs (to increase
the velocity of water) at four lower Snake River
projects. SOS 5 reflects operations after the instal
lation of new outlets in the lower Snake River dams,
permitting the lowering of reservoirs approximately
100 feet (30 m) to near original riverbed levels. This
operation could not be implemented for a number of
years, because it requires major structural modifica
tions to the dams. Elevations would be: Lower
Granite - 623 feet (190 m); Little Goose - 524 feet
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(160 m); Lower Monumental - 432 feet (132 m);
and Ice Harbor - 343 feet (105 m). Drafting would
be at the rate of 2 feet (0.6 m) per day beginning
February 18. The reservoirs would refill again with
natural inflows and storage releases from upriver
projects, if needed. John Day would be lowered as
much as 11 feet (3.3 m) to minimum pool, elevation
257 feet (78.3 m), from May through August. All
other projects would operate essentially the same as
in SOS la, except that up to 3 MAF (3.7 billion m3)

of water (in addition to the Water Budget) would be
provided to augment flows on the Columbia River in
May and June. System flood control would shift
from Brownlee and Dworshak to the lower Snake
River projects. Also, Dworshak would operate for
local flood control. This alternative has two options:

• SOS Sb (Four and One-half Month Natural
River Operation) provides for a lower Snake
River drawdown lasting 4.5 months, begin
ning April 16 and ending August 31. Dwor
shak would be drafted to refill the lower
Snake River projects if natural inflow were
inadequate for timely refill.

• SOS Sc (Permanent Natural River Opera
tion) provides for a year-round drawdown,
and projects would not be refilled after each
migration season.

4.1.5 SOS 6-Fixed Drawdown

This alternative is designed to aid juvenile anadro
mous fish by drawing down one or all four lower
Snake River projects to fixed elevations approxi
mately 30 to 35 feet (9 to 10 m) below minimum
operating pool. As with SOS 5, fixed drawdowns
depend on prior structural modifications and could
not be instituted for a number of years. Draft would
be at the rate of 2 feet (0.6 m) per day beginning
April 1. John Day would be lowered to elevation
257 feet (78.3 m) from May through August. All
other projects would operate essentially the same as
under SOS la, except that up to 3 MAF (3.7 bil-
lion m3) of water would be provided to augment
flows on the Columbia River in May and June.
System flood control would shift from Brownlee and
Dworshak to the lower Snake projects. Also, Dwor-
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shak would operate for local flood control. This
alternative has two options:

• SOS 6b (Four and One-half Month Fixed
Drawdown) provides for a 4.5-month draw
down at all four lower Snake River projects
beginning April 16 and ending August 3l.
Elevations would be: Lower Granite -
705 feet (215 m); Little Goose - 605 feet
(184 m); Lower Monumental - 507 feet
(155 m); and Ice Harbor - 407 feet (124 m).

• SOS 6d (Four and One-half Month Lower
Granite Fixed Drawdown) provides for a
4.5-month drawdown to elevation 705 feet
at Lower Granite beginning April 16 and
ending August 3l.

4.1.6 SOS 9-Settlement Discussion
Alternatives

This SOS represents operations suggested by
USFWS and NMFS (as SOR cooperating agencies),
the State fisheries agencies, Native American tribes,
and the Federal operating agencies during the
settlement discussions in response to a court ruling
in the IDFG v. NMFS lawsuit. The objective of
SOS 9 is to provide increased velocities for anadro
mous fish by establishing flow targets during the
migration period and by carrying out other actions
that benefit ESA-listed species. The specific op
tions were developed by a group of technical staff
representing the parties in the lawsuit. The group
was known as the Reasonable and Prudent Alterna
tives Workgroup. They developed three possible
operations in addition to the 1994-98 Biological
Opinion. This strategy has three options:

• SOS 9a (Detailed Fishery Operating Plan
[DFOP)) establishes flow targets at The
Dalles based on the previous year's end-of
year storage content, similar to how PNCA
selects operating rule curves. Grand Coulee
and other storage projects are used to meet
The Dalles flow targets. Specific volumes of
releases are made from Dworshak, Brownlee,
and upper Snake River to try to meet Lower
Granite flow targets. Lower Snake River
projects are drawn down to near spillway
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crest level for 4 1/2 months. Specific spill
percentages are established at run-of-river
projects to achieve no higher than 120 per
cent daily average total dissolved gas. Fish
transportation is assumed to be eliminated.

• SOS 9b (Adaptive Management) establishes
flow targets at McNary and Lower Granite
based on runoff forecasts. Grand Coulee
and other storage projects are used to meet
the McNary flow targets. Specificvolumes of
releases are made from Dworshak, Brownlee,
and the upper Snake River to try to meet
Lower Granite flow targets. Lower Snake
River projects are drawn down to minimum
operating pool levels and John Day is at
minimum irrigation pool level. Specific spi11
percentages are established at run-of-river
projects to achieve no higher than 120 per
cent daily average for total dissolved gas.

• SOS 9c (Balanced Impacts Operation)
draws down the four lower Snake River
projects to near spillwaycrest levels for 2 1/2
months during the spring salmon migration
period. Full drawdown level is achieved on
Aprill. Refill begins after June 15. This
alternative also provides 1994-98 Biological
Opinion flow augmentation (as in SOS 2d),
IRC operation at Libby and Hungry Horse, a
reduced flow target at Lower Granite due to
drawdown, limits on winter drafting at Albeni
Falls, and spill to achieve no higher than 120
percent daily average for total dissolved gas.

4.1.7 SOS PA-Preferred Alternative

This SOS represents the operation recommended
by NMFS and USFWS in their respective Biologi
cal Opinions issued on March 1, 1995. SOS PA is
intended to support recovery of ESA-listed
species by storing water during the fall and winter
to meet spring and summer flow targets, and to
protect other resources by managing detrimental
effects through maximum summer draft limits, by
providing public safety through flood protection,
and by providing for reasonable power genera
tion. This SOS would operate the system during
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the fall and winter to achieve a high confidence of
refill to flood control elevations by April 15 of
each year, and use this stored water for fish flow
augmentation. It establishes spring flow targets
at McNary and Lower Granite based on runoff
forecasts, and a similar sliding scale flow target at
Lower Granite and a fixed flow target at McNary
for the summer. It establishes summer draft
limits at Hungry Horse, Libby, Grand Coulee, and
Dworshak. Libby is also operated to provide
flows for Kootenai River white sturgeon. Lower
Snake River projects are drawn down to minimum
operating pool levels during the spring and sum
mer. John Day is operated at minimum operating
pool level year-round. Specific spill percentages
are established at run-of-river projects to
achieve 80-percent FPE, with no higher than
llS-percent 12-hour daily average for total
dissolved gas measured at the forebay of the next
downstream project.

4.1.8 Rationale for Selection of the Final
sass

Table 4-2 summarizes the changes to the set alter
natives from the Draft EIS to the Final EIS.
SOS la and Ib are unchanged from the Draft EIS.
SOS la represents a base case condition and
reflects system operation during the period from
passage of the Northwest Power Planning and
Conservation Act until ESA listings. It provides a
baseline alternative that allows for comparison of
the more recent alternatives and shows the recent
historical operation. 80S Ib represents a limit for
system operation directed at maximizing benefits
from development-oriented uses, such as power
generation, flood control, irrigation and naviga
tion and away from natural resources protection.
It serves as one end of the range of alternatives
and provides a basis for comparison of the impacts
to power generation from all other alternatives.
Public comment did not recommend elimination of
this alternative because it serves as a useful mile
post. However, the SOR agencies recognize it is
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unlikely that decisions would be made to move
operations toward this alternative.

In the Draft EIS, SOS 2 represented current opera
tion. Three options were considered. 'Iwo of these
options have been eliminated for the Final EIS and
one new option has been added. SOS 2c continues
as the No Action Alternative. Maintaining this
option as the No Action Alternative allows for
consistent comparisons in the Final EIS to those
made in the Draft EIS. However, within the
current practice category, new operations have been
developed since the original identification of
SOS 2c. In 1994, the SOR agencies, in consultation
with the NMFS and USFWS, agreed to an opera
tion, which was reflected in the 1994-98 Biological
Opinion. This operation (SOS 2d) has been mod
eled for the Final EIS and represents the most
"current" practice. SOS 2d also provides a good
baseline comparison for the other, more unique
alternatives. SOS 2a and 2b from the Draft EIS
were eliminated because they are so similar to
SOS 2c. SOS 2a is identical to SOS 2c except for
the lack of an assumed additional 427 KAF of water
from the upper Snake River Basin. This additional
water did not cause significant changes to the effects
between SOS 2a and 2c. There is no reason to
continue to consider an alternative that has impacts
essentially equal to another alternative. SOS 2b is
also similar to SOS 2c, except it modified operation
at Libby for Kootenai River white sturgeon. Such
modifications are included in several other alterna
tives, namely SOS 2d, 9a, 9c, and the Preferred
Alternative.

SOS 3a and 3b, included in the Draft EIS, have
been dropped from consideration in the Final EIS.
Both of these alternatives involved anadromous fish
flow augmentation by establishing flow targets based
on runoff forecast on the Columbia and Snake
Rivers. SOS 3b included additional water from the
upper Snake River Basin over what was assumed for
SOS 3a. This operation is now incorporated in
several new alternatives, including SOS 9a and 9b.
Public comment also did not support continued
consideration of the SOS 3 alternatives.
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Table 4-2. Summary of Alternatives in the Draft and Final EIS
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Draft EIS Alternatives

SOS 1 Pre-ESA Operation
SOS la Pre-Salmon Summit Operation
SOS Ib Optimum Load FolIowing Operation

Final EIS Alternatives

SOS 1 Pre-ESA Operation
SOS la Pre-Salmon Summit Operation
SOS Ib Optimum Load FolIowing Operation

SOS2
SOS 2a
SOS2b

SOS2c

SOS3
SOS3a
SOS3b

Current Practice
Final Supplemental EIS Operation
Final Supplemental EIS with Sturgeon
Operations at Libby
Final Supplemental EIS Operation 
No-Action Alternative

Flow Augmentation
Monthly Flow Targets
Monthly Flow Thrgets with additional
Snake River Water

SOS2
SOS2c

SOS2d

Current Practice
Final Supplemental EIS Operation 
No-Action Alternative
1994-98 Biological Opinion Operation

SOS 4 Stable Storage Project Operation
SOS 4al Enhanced Storage Level Operation
SOS 4a3 Enhanced Storage Level Operation
~OS 4bl Compromise Storage Level Operation
SOS 4b3 Compromise Storage Level Operation
SOS 4c Enhanced Operation with modified

Grand Coulee Flood Control

SOS 4 Stable Storage Project Operation
SOS 4c Enhanced Operation with modified

Grand Coulee Flood Control

SOSS
SOSSa
SOSSb

SOS6
SOS 6a
SOS6b

SOS6c

SOS6d

SOS7
SOS7a
SOS7b
SOS7c

Natural River Operation
Tho Month Natural River Operation
Four and One Half Month Natural River
Operation

Fixed Drawdown
Tho Month Fixed Drawdown Operation
Four and One Half Month Fixed
Drawdown Operation
Tho Month Lower Granite Drawdown
Operation
Four and One Half Month Lower
Granite Drawdown Operation

Federal Resource Agency Operations
Coordination Act Report Operation
Incidental Take Statement Flow Targets
NMFS Conservation Recommendations

SOSS
SOSSb

SOSSc

SOS6
SOS6b

SOS6d

SOS9
SOS9a
SOS9b
SOS9c

Natural River Operation
Four and One Half Month Natural River
Operation
Permanent Natural River Operation

Fixed Drawdown
Four and One Half Month Fixed Drawdown
Operation
Four and One Half Month Lower Granite
Drawdown Operation

Settlement Discussion Alternatives
Detailed Fishery Operating Plan
Adaptive Management
Balance Impacts Operation

Bold indicates a new or revised SOS alternative

SOS Preferred Alternative
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SOS 4 originally included 5 options in the Draft EIS.
They were similar in operation and impact. In SOS
4a and 4b, the primary feature was the use of Bio
logical Rule Curves for Libby and Hungry Horse
reservoirs. SOS 4c also included these rule curves
but went further by optimizing the operation of the
other storage projects, particularly Grand Coulee
and Dworshak. For the Final EIS, the SOR agencies
have decided to update the alternative by substitut
ing the IRC for the Biological Rule Curves and by
eliminating SOS 4a and 4b. The IRCs are a more
recent, acceptable version of minimum elevations for
Libby and Hungry Horse. Significant public com
ment in support of this alternative with IRCs was
received. Similar to SOS 2 above, SOS 4a and 4b
were not different enough in operation or impacts to
warrant continued consideration.

The Natural River (SOS 5) and the Spillway Crest
Drawdown (SOS 6) alternatives in the Draft EIS
originally included options for 2 months of drawdown
to the appropriate pool level and 4 ~/2 months of
drawdown. The practicality of 2-month drawdowns
was questioned during public review, particularly for
the natural river. It did not appear that the time
involved in drawing down the reservoirs and later
refilling them provided the needed consideration for
other uses. Flows are restricted to refill the reser
voirs at a time when juvenile fall chinook are migrat
ing downstream and various adult species are return
ing upstream. The 2 1/2 month drawdown strategies
(SOS 5a, 6a, and 6c) have been dropped from the
Final EIS. However, 2 1/2 month spillway crest
drawdown at all four lower Snake projects is still an
element in SOS 9c, so the impacts associated with
this type of operation are assessed in the Final EIS.

A new option was added to SOS 5, namely SOS 5c.
This option includes natural river drawdown of the
lower Snake River projects on a permanent, year
round basis. The Corps received comment on this
type of alternative during the review of Phase I of
the SCS, a reconnaissance assessment of potential
physical modifications for the system to enhance fish
passage. Many believe the cost for such modifica
tion would be less than that required for periodic,
temporary drawdowns, which would require special-
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ized facilities to enable the projects to refill and
operate at two different pool elevations.

SOS 7 Federal Resource Agencies Operations, which
included 3 options in the Draft EIS, has been
dropped from the Final EIS and replaced with an
alternative now labeled as SOS 9 that also has 3 op
tions. SOS 7a was suggested by the USFWS and
represented the State fishery agencies and tribes'
recommended operation. Since the issuance of the
Draft EIS, this particular operation has been revised
and replaced by the DFOP (SOS 9a). The SOR
agencies received comment that the DFOP was not
evaluated, but should be. Therefore, we have in
cluded this alternative exactly as proposed by these
agencies; it is SOS 9a. SOS 7b and 7c were suggested
by NMFS through the 1993 Biological Opinion. This
opinion suggested two sets of flow targets as a way of
increasing flow augmentation levels for anadromous
fish. The flow targets came from the Incidental Thke
Statement and the Conservation Recommendation
sections of that Biological Opinion. The opinion was
judged as arbitraryand capricious as a result of legal
action, and these operational alternatives have been
replaced with other alternatives that were developed
through settlement discussions among the parties to
this lawsuit. SOS 7b and 7c have been dropped, but
SOS 9b and 9c have been added to represent opera
tions stemming from NMFS or other fishery agencies.
In particular, SOS 9b is like DFOP but has reduced
flow levels and forgoes drawdowns. It is a modifica
tion to DFOP. SOS 9c incorporates elements of
operation supported by the State of Idaho in its
"Idaho Plan." It includes a 2 l/2-month spillway
crest drawdown on the lower Snake River projects
and several other elements that attempt to strike a
balance among the needs of amidromous fish, resi
dent fish, wildlife and recreation.

Shortly after the alternatives for the Draft EIS were
identified, the Nez Perce Tribe suggested an opera
tion that involved drawdown of Lower Granite,
significant additional amounts of upper Snake River
water, and full pool operation at Dworshak (i.e.,
Dworshak remains full year round). It was labeled
as SOS 8a. Hydroregulation of that operation was
completed and provided to the Nez Perce Tribe. No
technical response has been received from the Nez
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Perce Tribe regarding the features or results of this
alternative. However, the elements of this operation
are generally incorporated in one or more of the
other alternatives, or impose requirements on the
system or specific projects that are outside the range
considered reasonable. Therefore, this alternative
has not been carried forward into the Final EIS.

The Preferred Alternative represents operating
requirements contained in the 1995 Biological
Opinions issued by NMFS and USFWS on operation
of the FCRPS. These opinions resulted from ESA
consultation conducted during late 1994 and early
1995, which were a direct consequence of the lawsuit
and subsequent judgement in Idaho v. NMFS. The
SOR agencies are now implementing this operating
strategy and have concluded that it represents an
appropriate balance among the multiple uses of the
river. This strategy recognizes the importance of
anadromous fish and the need to adjust river flows
to benefit the migration of all salmon stocks, as well
as the needs of resident fish and wildlife species at
storage projects.

4.2 GENERAL DISCUSSION

The Flood Control Work Group (FCWG) used the
flood-frequency curves for SOS 2c only for compari
son to other SOSs. Even though most of the frequen
cy curves for SOS 2c reasonably represent the official
curves, the dollar amounts of flood damages pres
ented by the Economics Work Group for all SOSs
cannot be construed as "real" dollar amounts be
cause the level of detail used in this analysis did not
allow precise determination of damages. On a rela
tive scale, however, the adopted frequency curves do
accurately reflect which alternatives are better or
worse than SOS 2c and each other.

4.2.1 VARQ (Variable Outflow based on
Forecast)

During screening, the FCWG introduced a method of
modifying SRDs, in which the outflow assumed
during refill was allowed to vary based on forecast.
This procedure was designed to reduce the 30 April
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system flood control draft at Libby, Hungry Horse,
and Dworshak without compromising flood control
substantially. Basically, the releases from these projects
during refill (post-30 April) would be increased as
the inflow volume runoff forecast to each project
decreased. If water that is normally stored during the
refill period is instead passed through the project, then
the amount of space in the project required to store
that water is reduced. Therefore, the 30 April draft
requirement, as specified by the SRD, is reduced in
lower runoff years. In years where the inflowvolume
runoff forecast is high, then flood control outflows
during refill are set to minimum and full reservoir
draft is effected.

The VARQ flood control rule curves are primarily
associated with system flood control. So, in a given
year, if the 30 April VARQ elevation at a project is
higher than the elevation required for local flood
control, then the VARQ elevation is lowered to that
of local flood control. This was the case at Dworshak
in all years-. So when VARQ is said to be used at
Dworshak, it is in reality the local flood control rule
curve.

Preliminary assessments of VARQ both in the
screening and full scale phases of SOR indicate that
the impact to system flood control of implementing
VARQ is relatively minor; although there is an
increased risk of flooding at the local level. Howev
er, the FCWG believes that further refinements of
the rules governing use of VARQ can improve its
performance which may lead to its adoption on an
official basis.

4.2.2 Birchb'ank

Birchbank flow is the sum of outflows from Arrow
and the Kootenay River plus any minor local inflow
between the confluence of the Kootenay and Colum
bia Rivers and the Birchbank gage (river mile 762.8,
river kilometer 1235.7). The FCWG performed the
flood control analysisof Birchbank using outflows
produced by HYDROSIM for Mica, Duncan, Corra
Linn and Revelstoke, and end-of-month elevations
for Arrow.
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4.2.3 Bonners Ferry

Bonners Ferry stage is influenced by results from
three factors: 1) Libby outflow, 2) uncontrolled local
inflow between Libby Dam and Bonners Ferry, and
3) Kootenay Lake forebay which can have backwater
effects on Bonners Ferry. Therefore, the operations
of Libby, Duncan, and Corra Linn influence the
stage at Bonners Ferry. The constraints placed on
Kootenay Lake elevations by the International Joint
Commission (DC) were adhered to by forcing Corra
Linn Dam to follow an Upper Rule Curve which
mimics the DC guidelines. Libby Dam's outflows
were determined by HYDROSIM.

4.2.4 Columbia Falls

Flow at Columbia Falls results from Hungry Horse
outflows and uncontrolled local inflows from the
middle and south forks of the Flathead River. The
local inflows are by far the most damaging component
of flooding at Columbia Falls. In 1964 a flood oc
curred in the Flathead basin that eclipsed all others
in the basin to the point that the peak for 1964 tends
to skew all frequency curves at Columbia Falls and
Flathead Lake. This flood was primarily rain induced
and is unlike most other floods which are caused
primarily by snowmelt. The official frequency curve
for Columbia Falls is actually a combined, or mixed
population, curve of rainfall and snowmelt. There
fore, there are two upper portions of the curve, one
defined by snowmelt and one defined by rainfall.
The recorded 1964 and 1975 events define the upper
portion of the frequency curve attributable to rainfall.
The flood of 1964, if included with all other events,
is a high outlier, which is an event that departs
significantly from the trend of the remaining data.
Normal treatment of a high outlier by Bulletin 17B is
to: 1) drop the event, 2) recompute the statistics,
3) compute period of record weighting based on the
new and initial statistics, and 4) recompute the fre
quency curve. The effect of this treatment is to lower
the upper end of the frequency curve which was
initially computed with the outlier as part of the
data. This is the procedure adopted by the FCWG for
the frequency analysis of Columbia Falls taking into
account 1964. The flood of that year is by far the
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largest in all of the SOSs and therefore does not
unfairly bias one SOS over another. The Columbia
Falls frequency curves were developed by the FCWG
taking into consideration the dominant and skewing
effect of the 1964 flood. The FCWG modeled
Columbia Fans using the outflows produced for
Hungry Horse by HYDROSIM.

4.2.5 Kerr DamlFlathead Lake

In day-to-day regulation, the forecast of a large
flood would trigger a delay of the refill of Kerr Dam,
which would make storage available in Flathead Lake,
allow some of the flood water to be stored, and
reduce the peak lake stage. In the HYDROSIM
model runs, Flathead Lake's end -of-May "target
elevation" is really a maximum pool limit established
by a set of PNCA non-power requirements. This
maximum pool limit did not force Flathead Lake's
pool to be at a specific elevation by the end of May.
In effect, this allowed the pool to "float" during May
with limited regard to flood potential. In a few of
the years, this tended to limit Flathead Lake's ability
store flood water in June because the month started
off ill-prepared to store runoff. Most of the time this
did not force the lake above normal full pool; how
ever, in a few of the medium-high runoff years, the
maximum pool surcharged 0.1 or 0.2 of a foot. This
is not considered realistic because routine real-time
daily regulation would bring these peaks down to a
normal level. See paragraph 3.2 for a detailed
discussion of the reasons for the decision not to
spend the time to perform a detailed regulation. The
Flathead Lake frequency curves were developed
taking this simulation problem into account using
historic events as guidance. In all the SOSs, the
FCWG regulated Flathead Lake as prescribed by the
Kerr Dam outflows produced by HYDROSIM. The
FCWG calculated Flathead Lake reservoir elevations
by computing a change in lake contents (inflow
minus outflow) and converting the resulting end
of-period storage to an elevation.

4.2.6 Albeni Falls Dam/Lake Pend Oreille

Pend Oreille Lake is operated almost identically to
Flathead Lake with respect to end-of-May eleva
tions. The FCWG modeled Lake Pend Oreille by
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releasing flows from Albeni FalIs Dam as prescribed
by the HYDROSIM model. The FCWG computed
Lake Pend Oreille reservoir elevations by computing
a change in lake contents (inflow minus outflow) and
converting the resulting end-of period storage to an
elevation.

4.2.7 Spalding

Dworshak Dam outflows, uncontrolIed mainstem
Clearwater River flows at Orofino, and uncontrolIed
local inflowsbetween Dworshak Dam and Spalding
contribute to flow at Spalding. Flows at the Spalding
gage represent flows that will occur at the Lewiston
Levee damage center, twelve miles below Spalding.
Dworshak was regulated according to the outflows
produced by HYDROSIM.

4.2.8 The Dalles

Although some very minor "flood" damages are
incurred for flows as low as 200,000cfs (5665 m3/s),

for this report, the reference level of 450,000cfs
(12,744 m3/s) is used to represent a zero damage
level. Water budget flows sustain flows for long
periods of time when flow recession would otherwise
occur. This can cause flooding problems behind leveed
areas of the Lower Columbia River below Vancouv
er. Such problems occur when flows in the Columbia
don't recede naturalIy when high tides are present;
thus interior runoff (runoff behind levees) can't
drain into the Columbia thereby causing "man
made" flooding behind the levees.

4.3 IMPACTS OF THE ALTERNATIVES

Some general summary information is available in
several tables. Table 4-3 shows for each SOS which
flood control upper rule curve(s) was used for Dwor
shak, Libby, Hungry Horse, and Grand Coulee in
the corresponding HYDROSIM run. Tables 4-4
through 4-12 summarize the impacts of the alterna
tive scenarios in terms of their flood-frequency
values. Technical Exhibit A presents the adopted
flood-frequency curves of the maximum one-day
peak flows or stages for the 50 years studied for each
control point for each SOS. The only results pres-
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ented in this paragraph (4.3) are limited to
Tables 4-3 through 4-12 and a discussion of how the
no-action alternative, SOS 2c, compares with the
official frequency curve for each control point loca
tion.

In order to make a connection with existing flood
control criteria, the no-action alternative has to
reflect current flood control guidelines as stated in
the CRT-63 (June, 1991). This document updated
flood control rule curves for major reservoirs and
assessed system flood control capability (a frequency
curve at The DalIes). Comparison of The DalIes'
frequency curve from SOS 2c and that from
CRT-63 shows that indeed the curves are similar.

SOS 2c shifted system flood control to Grand Coulee
for April-July volume runoff forecasts up to 3.0 maf
at Dworshak if space is available in Grand Coulee.
See paragraph 2.5.1.1 for details of shifting flood
control to Grand Coulee.

4.3.1 SOS 2c

The following paragraphs describe simulation results
for SOS 2c in comparison with previously developed
flood frequency curves. A frequency curve for SOS
2c reflects certain modeling assumptions already
described, and it is limited to a 50-year period of
record. A thorough frequency derivation would
employ a longer period of record, if available, and
make other adjustments that are a standard practice.
These curves are denoted as "official" in the follow
ing discussions.

4.3.1.1 Birchbank flow

According to B.C. Hydro, there is no official frequen
cy curve for the Birchbank location. However, B.C.
Hydro did release a report (Report No. H 1598, 1983)
which presented a regulated flood-frequency curve
for Murphy Creek Gust upriver of 'frail, B.c.), which
is very close to the Birchbank gage. No significant
local inflow occurs between the Murphy Creek
location and Birchbank. The published frequency
curve is valid for exceedance frequencies of 20
percent and less (the upper end of the frequency
curve). Only two points on this curve are comparable
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to that of SOS 2c: the 1 percent event of SOS 2c is
232,000 cfs (6570 m3/s) compared to 252,000 cis
(7130 m3/s) in the draft report; and the 10 percent
event of SOS 2c is 185,000 cfs (5239 m3/s) compared
to 194,200cis (5500 m3/s) in the draft report. This
gives an indication that 50S 2c's frequency curve at
Birchbank is reasonable and acceptable. Differences
between the two curves can be attributed to different
operating strategies for projects upstream of Birch
bank.

4.3.1.2 Bonners Ferry stage

The official Bonners Ferry flood-frequency curve
appears in CRT-63. The frequency curve for SOS 2c
is very similar to the official curve and appears to
adequately reflect existing conditions. Major damage
protection afforded by the Libby project is now
approximately equal to the 0.5 percent exceedance
frequency (2oo-year event). On the other hand,
there is strong evidence that the levees have not been
maintained to their original standard, thus potential
ly lowering their degree of protection.

4.3.1.3 Columbia Falls flow

A detailed discussion of the development of the
official Columbia Falls flood-frequency curve is in
paragraph 4.2.4. The official curve is presented in
CRT-63 which indicates that the zero damage level
is 48,000 cfs (1360 m3/s). Since the publication of
CRT-63, some levee improvements have been made
which have raised the zero damage level up to
52,000 cfs (1470 m3/s). Because Hungry Horse
controls only 37 percent of the drainage area above
Columbia Falls, the exceedance of the zero damage
level is a relatively frequent event (about once every
three years on the SOS 2c frequency curve), even
when Hungry Horse releases minimum outflows. The
flood-frequency curve for Columbia Falls for SOS
2c is similar to the official curve, but a little steeper,
which increases the mean and higher events slightly.
The differences between the two curves are not
dramatic, and SOS 2c appears to reasonably reflect
existing conditions at Columbia Falls.

4

4.3.1.4 Flathead Lake stage

The most current flood-frequency curve for Flathead
Lake stage was developed in 1965 by the Seattle
District, Corps of Engineers. Unfortunately, the
frequency curve does not include the 1964 or 1894
floods, which help to define the upper end of the
frequency curve for Flathead Lake stage. Therefore
the "official" flood-frequency curve tends to under
estimate Flathead Lake's maximum annual stage for
the larger floods. This is evident by looking at the
SOS 2c frequency curve, which more accurately
describes the current distribution of annual peak
stage, where approximately once in every 10 years a
flood will force Flathead Lake to above normal full
pool. The SOS 2c simulation results in a number of
years in which stages which are slightly above (within
0.2 to 0.3 foot, 0.06 to 0.09 meters) normal full pool.
The FCWG believes that there is some regulation
flexibility available to reduce those peaks down to
normal full pool, and the frequency curve has been
drawn to reflect this.

4.3.1.5 Flathead Lake (Kerr Dam) outflow

The flood peak attenuation effect of Flathead Lake is
dramatically manifested by the frequency curve of
Kerr outflow. For SOS 2c at Columbia Falls, the
1964 flood produced a peak of over twice the size of
the next largest peak, yet the Kerr Dam outflow for
1964 is only 10 percent higher than the second
largest event. An "official" flood -frequency curve
for Flathead Lake outflow was prepared by the
Seattle District, Corps of Engineers in 1967. The
one percent event (IOO-year) for the official curve is
66,000 cis (1869 m3/s) compared with 80,000 cis
(2266 m3/s) for SOS 2c. Both curves have the same
flow for the 50 percent event. The SOS 2c curve is
above the official curve for larger events because no
detailed regulation was performed on Flathead
Lake. The FCWG believes that a modest amount of
regulation would bring the SOS 2c frequency more
in line with the official curve. Therefore, the FCWG
believes that the distribution of HYDROSIM regu
lated outflows for SOS 2c appears reasonable and
depicts current operation.
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4.3.1.6 Lake Pend Oreille stage

The relative magnitude of the 1964 flood in the
Flathead does not carry through to the Clark Fork
River for two reasons: 1) the 1964 flood was local to
the Flathead basin only, and 2) the peak was atte
nuated by Flathead Lake. The highest elevation at
Lake Pend Oreille in SOS 2c was in 1948, a flood
which impacted the entire Columbia River basin. A
preliminary "official" flood-frequency curve for
Lake Pend Oreille stage was prepared in 1990 by the
Seattle District, Corps of Engineers and includes
events from 1914-1989. The 1894 flood provided
guidance for the extreme upper end of the official
frequency curve. The 1 percent event is exactly the
same (2070 feet, 631.9 meters) for the SOS 2c and
official frequency curves. However, in SOS 2c, the
intersection of the upper end of the frequency curve
with normal full pool (horizontal portion of the
curve) is shifted left of the same intersection on the
official curve. The official curve expects Lake Pend
Oreille to be above normal full pool on the average
once every 10 years, while SOS 2c indicates once
every 4 years. As in the case of Flathead, The
FCWG believes that there is some regulation flexi
bility available to reduce some of the events down to
normal full pool and bring the SOS 2c frequency
more in line with the official curve.

4.3.1.7 Lake Pend Oreille (Albeni Falls Dam)
outflow

Over half of the years of regulated outflows from
Albeni Falls dam for SOS 2c were above the zero
damage level of 85,000cfs (2410 m3/s). However,
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according to the Economics Work Group, only
"nuisance flooding" occurs between 85,000 cfs and
120,000 cfs (3398 m3/s) at which point substantial
damages begin to accrue. In SOS 2c, only six regu
lated flows at Newport were above 120,000cfs. A
preliminary "official" flood-frequency curve for Lake
Pend Oreille outflow was prepared in 1990 by the
Seattle District, Corps of Engineers and includes
events from 1903-1989. The official frequency curve
and that of SOS 2c are nearly identical. SOS 2c does
a good job reflecting current conditions.

4.3.1.8 Spalding flow

The only "official" flood-frequency curve for Spald
ing (with the effects of Dworshak regulation) was
published in 1963 by the Walla Walla District, Corps
of Engineers. Dworshak had not yet been
constructed, so the regulation of Dworshak was
applied to all years which comprised the frequency
curve. Unfortunately, the manner in which Dwor
shak was regulated for the development of the
frequency curve is unknown. However, the frequency
curve of the unregulated flows at Spalding provide
an indication of the expected shape of the SOS 2c
curve. From this information, the FCWG concluded
that the flood-frequency curve for SOS 2c for
Spalding flow was reasonable.

4.3.1.9 The Dalles flow

The frequency curve for The Dalles for SOS 2c is
similar enough to the current official frequency curve
published in CRT-63 (1987) to realistically represent
current system flood control capability.
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Table 4-3. Summary of Upper Rule Curves Used

4

SOS DWORSHAK LIBBY HUNGRY GRAND COULEE
HORSE

la CRT-63 CRT-63 CRT-63 CRT-63

Ib CRT-63 CRT-63 CRT-63 CRT-63

2c Shift to Grand Coulee CRT-63 CRT-63 Shift from Dworshak

2d Shift to Grand Coulee IRCICRT-63 CRT-63 Shift from Dworshak

4c VARQ/Elev. Targets IRC IRC IRC

5b Shift to Lower Snake CRT-63 CRT-63 CRT-63

5c Shift to Lower Snake CRT-63 CRT-63 CRT-63

6b Shift to Lower Snake CRT-63 CRT-63 CRT-63

6d Shift to Lower Snake CRT-63 CRT-63 CRT-63

9a Shift to Grand Coulee CRT-63 CRT-63 Shift from Dworshak

9b Shift to Grand Coulee CRT-63 CRT-63 Shift from Dworshak

9c Shift to Grand Coulee CRT-63 CRT-63 Shift from Dworshak

PA Shift to Grand Coulee CRT-63 CRT-63 Shift from Dworshak

CRT-63 ~OfficialCurve as contained in Columbia River and 'Iributaries Study, CRT-63 (June, 1991)
IRC ~ Integrated Rule Curve
VARQ ~Variable Outflow, 30 April flood control draft reduced to reflect increased outflows in May-July.
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Table 4-4. Summary of sass for Birchbank Flow

Flood Control Appendix

No. of ADOPTED FREQUENCY CURVE
Years Max. Year of Exceedance Frequency

SOS Above I-Day Max.
Flood Peak· Peak
Stage 1% 10% 50% 90% 99%

1a 1 229,416 1961 232,000 183,000 139,000 106,000 85,900

1b 1 227,456 1961 231,000 188,000 143,000 106,000 81,700

2c 1 231,385 1961 232,000 185,000 143,000 113,000 94,400

2d 0 217,271 1967 245,261 199,858 153,899 117,166 93,009

4c 1 237,201 1961 240,512 189,897 142,117 106,359 83,976

5b 1 230,617 1961 232,946 184,007 141,935 112,968 95,879

5c 1 230,873 1961 232,939 183,993 141,918 112,949 95,861

6b 1 230,617 1961 232,946 184,007 141,935 112,968 95,879

6d 1 230,617 1961 232,946 184,007 141,935 112,968 95,879

9a 1 233,896 1961 232,635 190,387 153,793 128,494 113,603

9b 0 214,238 1967 240,219 196,615 153,784 120,284 98,450

9c 0 219,295 1967 247,190 199,467 153,321 117,851 95,098

PA 0 219,985 1967 244,689 199,508 155,316 120,913 98,586

• Multiply flows in cfs by 0.0283 to convert to m3ts.
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Table 4-5. Summary of sass for Bonners Ferry Stage

4

No. of ADOPTED FREQUENCY CURVE
Years Max. Year of Exceedance Frequency

SOS Above I-Day Max.
Flood Peak· Peak
Stage 1% 10% 50% 90% 99%

la 1 1767.4 1974 1768.4 1763.4 1757.5 1751.9 1747.6

Ib 1 1767.4 1974 1768.9 1763.5 1757.2 1751.3 1746.8

2c 2 1767.2 1974 1768.3 1763.3 1757.6 1752.0 1747.7

2d 1 1767.0 1948 1769.4 1763.7 1757.5 1752.1 1748.2

4c 6 1778.3 1961 1775.8 1769.0 1760.6 1752.3 1745.7

5b 2 1767.4 1974 1768.5 1762.9 1757.0 1751.8 1748.0

5c 2 1767.4 1974 1768.4 1762.9 1757.0 1751.8 1748.1

6b 2 1767.4 1974 1768.5 1762.9 1757.0 1751.8 1748.0

6d 2 1767.4 1974 1768.5 1762.9 1757.0 1751.8 1748.0

9a 4 1770.3 1934 1769.2 1765.8 1762.0 1758.6 1756.0

9b 4 1770.3 1934 1769.5 1765.0 1759.3 1753.4 1748.5

9c 6 1774.5 1948 1774.8 1767.5 1759.3 1751.7 1746.1

PA 9 1770.3 1934 1770.1 1766.1 1760.7 1754.9 1749.9

• Multiply elevations in feet by 0.3048 to convert to meters
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Table 4-6. Summary of SOSs for Columbia Falls Flow
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No. of ADOPTED FREQUENCY CURVE
Years Max. Year of Exceedance Frequency

SOS Above 1-Day Max.
Flood Peak· Peak
Stage 1% 10% 50% 90% 990/0

la 13 159,465 1964 90,000 65,000 42,000 27,000 19,500

Ib 12 159,465 1964 90,000 65,000 42,000 27,000 19,500

2c 14 156,320 1964 90,000 65,000 42,000 27,000 19,500

2d 14 156,320 1964 109,816 70,019 42,665 27,599 20,182

4c 16 158,795 1964 105,823 72,662 44,966 27,251 17,833

5b 14 159,465 1964 90,000 65,000 42,000 27,000 19,500

5c 14 159,465 1964 111,116 69,401 42,038 27,564 20,640

6b 14 159,465 1964 90,000 65,000 42,000 27,000 19,500

6d 14 159,465 1964 90,000 65,000 42,000 .27,000 19,500

9a 19 156,320 1964 103,111 71,767 46,779 31,042 22,512

9b 14 161,118 1964 107,291 72,066 45,041 28,709 20,173

9c 16 158,795 1964 106,012 72,583 44,754 27,019 17,624

PA 19 161,118 1964 113,169 71,484 44,497 30,367 23,674

• Multiply flows in cfs by 0.0283 to convert to m3/s.
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Table 4-7. Summary of SOSs for Flathead Lake Elevation

4

No. of ADOPTED FREQUENCY CURVE
Years Max. Year of Exceedance Frequency

SOS Above 1-Day Max.
Flood Peak· Peak

99%Stage 1% 10% 50% 90%

la 7 2894.2 1964 2894.7 2893.1 2893.1 2893.1 2893.1

Ib 6 2894.2 1964 2894.7 2893.1 2893.1 2893.1 2893.1

2c 10 2894.6 1964 2894.7 2893.1 2893.1 2893.1 2893.1

2d 10 2896.6 1964 2894.7 2893.1 2893.1 2893.1 2893.1

4c 11 2895.3 1964 2894.7 2893.1 2893.1 2893.1 2893.1

5b 9 2894.2 1964 2894.7 2893.1 2893.1 2893.1 2893.1

5c 9 2894.2 1964 2894.7 2893.1 2893.1 2893.1 2893.1

6b 9 2894.2 1964 2894.7 2893.1 2893.1 2893.1 2893.1

6d 9 2894.2 1964 2894.7 2893.1 2893.1 2893.1 2893.1

9a 6 2894.8 1964 2894.7 2893.1 2893.1 2893.1 2893.1

9b 10 2894.7 1964 2894.7 2893.1 2893.1 2893.1 2893.1

9c 11 2894.8 1964 2894.7 2893.1 2893.1 2893.1 2893.1

PA 14 2895.1 1964 2895.5 2894.0 2893.1 2893.1 2893.1

'" Multiply elevations in feet by 0.3048 to convert to meters
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Table 4-8. Summary of SOSs for Flathead Lake Outflow
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No. of ADOPTED FREQUENCY CURVE
Years Max. Year of Exceedance Frequency

SOS Above I-Day Max.
Flood Peak" Peak
Stage 1% 10% 50% 90% 99%

1a 36 65,274 1964 80,000 52,000 37,100 19,300 10,000

1b 34 65,212 1964 80,000 52,000 37,100 19,300 10,000

2c 36 68,213 1964 80,000 52,000 37,100 19,300 10,000

2d 42 83,007 1974 80,000 52,000 37,100 19,300 10,000

4c 41 69,869 1964 80,000 52,000 37,100 19,300 10,000

5b 38 65,265 1964 80,000 52,000 37,100 19,300 10,000

5c 38 65,356 1964 80,000 52,000 37,100 19,300 10,000

6b 38 65,265 1964 80,000 52,000 37,100 19,300 10,000

6d 38 65,265 1964 80,000 52,000 37,100 19,300 10,000

9a 43 69,478 1964 80,000 52,000 37,100 19,300 10,000

9b 39 68,380 1964 80,000 52,000 37,100 19,300 10,000

9c 39 69,470 1964 80,000 52,000 37,100 19,300 10,000

PA 41 68,250 1964 87,000 61,000 42,700 26,300 10,000

• Multiply flows in cfs by 0.0283 to convert to m3Js.
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Table 4-9. Summary of SOSs for Lake Pend Oreille Elevation

4

No. of ADOPTED FREQUENCY CURVE
Years Max. Year of Exceedance Frequency

SOS Above I-Day Max.
Flood Peak· Peak
Stage 1% 10% 50% 90% 99%

1a 16 2068.4 1948 2070.3 2065.2 2062.5 2062.5 2062.5

1b 16 2068.3 1948 2070.3 2065.2 2062.5 2062.5 2062.5

2c 17 2069.1 1948 2070.3 2065.2 2062.5 2062.5 2062.5

2d 24 2069.1 1948 2070.3 2065.2 2062.5 2062.5 2062.5

4c 19 2069.1 1948 2070.3 2065.2 2062.5 2062.5 2062.5

5b 17 2068.5 1948 2070.3 2065.2 2062.5 2062.5 2062.5

5c 17 2068.5 1948 2070.3 2065.2 2062.5 2062.5 2062.5

6b 17 2068.5 1948 2070.3 2065.2 2062.5 2062.5 2062.5

6d 17 2068.5 1948 2070.3 2065.2 2062.5 2062.5 2062.5

9a 19 2069.1 1948 2070.3 2065.2 2062.5 2062.5 2062.5

9b 20 2069.1 1948 2070.3 2065.2 2062.5 2062.5 2062.5

9c 20 2069.1 1948 2070.3 2065.2 2062.5 2062.5 2062.5

PA 19 2069.1 1948 2070.3 2065.2 2062.5 2062.5 2062.5

• Multiply elevations in feet by 0.3048 to convert to meters
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Table 4-10. Summary of SOSs for Lake Pend Oreille Outflow

Flood ControlAppendix

No. of ADOPTED FREQUENCY CURVE
Years Max. Year of Exceedance Frequency

SOS Above I-Day Max.
Flood Peak" Peak
Stage 1% 10% 50% 90% 99%

1a 25 148,935 1948 170,000 125,000 82,200 36,500 14,000

1b 25 148,753 1948 170,000 125,000 82,200 36,500 14,000

2c 26 154,744 1948 170,000 125,000 82,200 36,500 14,000

2d 32 154,738 1948 170,000 125,000 82,200 36,500 14,000

4c 27 155,253 1948 170,000 125,000 82,200 36,500 14,000

5b 26 149,887 1948 170,000 125,000 82,200 36,500 14,000

5c 26 149,889 1948 170,000 125,000 82,200 36,500 14,000

6b 26 149,887 1948 170,000 125,000 82,200 36,500 14,000

6d 26 149,887 1948 170,000 125,000 82,200 36,500 14,000

9a 28 154,956 1948 170,000 125,000 82,200 36,500 14,000

9b 28 155,256 1948 170,000 125,000 82,200 36,500 14,000

9c 26 155,226 1948 170,000 125,000 82,200 36,500 14,000

PA 28 155,257 1948 170,000 125,000 82,200 36,500 14,000

• Multiply flows in cfs by 0.0283 to convert to m3/s.
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Table 4-11. Summary of sass for Spalding Flow

4

No. of ADOPTED FREQUENCY CURVE
Years Max. Year of Exceedance Frequency

SOS Above I-Day Max.
Flood Peak· Peak
Stage 1% 10% 50% 90% 99%

1a 1 124,470 1948 120,000 87,400 60,700 43,400 33,700

1b 1 124,470 1948 120,000 88,200 59,600 39,600 28,000

2c 1 124,470 1948 118,000 90,600 63,600 43,300 30,900

2d 1 124,470 1948 118,600 88,765 63,039 45,413 35,124

4c 1 130,335 1948 122,045 92,346 62,643 40,289 26,980

5b 1 130,335 1948 124,556 92,872 61,725 38,786 25,431

5c 1 130,335 1948 122,890 92,544 62,362 39,808 26,476

6b 1 130,335 1948 122,890 92,543 62,362 39,807 26,476

·6d 1 130,335 1948 122,890 92,543 62,362 39,807 26,476

9a 1 124,470 1948 124,124 88,206 59,770 41,813 31,971

9b 1 124,470 1948 116,174 91,181 66,046 46,483 34,149

9c 1 124,470 1948 122,218 88,405 60,305 41,780 31,366

PA 1 124,470 1948 119,881 89,308 62,238 43,374 32,312

* Multiply flows in cfs by 0.0283 to convert to m3/s.
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Table 4-12. Summary of SOSs for The Dalles Flow
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No. of AD0PTED FREQUENCY CURVE
Years Max. Year of Exceedance Frequency

SOS Above I-Day Max.
Flood Peak· Peak
Stage 1% 10% 50% 90% 99%

la 20 780,135 1948 792,000 587,000 412,000 294,000 225,000

Ib 20 775,978 1948 775,000 588,000 408,000 274,000 193,000

2c 22 782,598 1948 779,000 592,000 416,000 288,000 211,000

2d 18 754,046 1948 800,580 591,000 407,289 280,683 207,205

4c 18 758,432 1948 774,703 597,322 408,731 260,459 170,610

5b 23 784,719 1948 772,762 592,828 416,558 283,626 202,405

5c 23 784,719 1948 772,762 592,828 416,558 283,626 202,405

6b 19 711,283 1948 766,694 576,822 401,139 274,583 199,199

6d 23 789,858 . 1948 770,740 592,394 417,299 284,909 203,810

9a 20 758,369 1948 732,465 562,763 412,231 305,916 242,170

9b 23 761,401 1948 775,008 587,338 412,267 284,950 208,425

9c 13 741,831 1948 772,542 557,691 384,731 273,609 211,806

PA 22 760,683 1948 793,207 587,990 407,277 282,105 209,119

.• Multiply flows in cfs by 0.0283 to convert to m3/s.
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CHAPTERS

COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES

5.1 GENERAL DISCUSSION

This chapter will compare and contrast the SOSs. In
many cases, the frequency curve for every location
for one SOS is the same as for another SOS. Where
differences exist, they will be noted with an explana
tion of what caused them and why. See Table 5-1
for a station-by-station summary of which SOSs
were unique and/or similar. Exhibit A presents
comparison graphs of each location's frequency
curve for each SOS to the corresponding curve for
SOS 2c (the no-action alternative). In Exhibit B,
each graph presents a probability plot of the 50 year
study period of maximum annual peak flow or stage
with its adopted frequency curve drawn through the
plotted points.

The 1990-91 Detailed Operating Plan (DOP) for
Columbia River Treaty Storage was used as to
specify the operation of Mica, Arrow, and Duncan.
In almost all cases, the amount of 30 April draft at
Mica was far more than required for flood control,
which overstates flood control capability. Therefore,
any recommendations from the SOR process which
call for modification of flood control criteria will be
subject to detailed study by the Corps of Engineers
to evaluate the true effect to flood control of any
change in project operation.

5.2 BIRCHBANK FLOW

For Birchbank flow, only SOS 9a was significantly
different from SOS 2c. All other SOSs produced
frequency curves similar to SOS 2c. See Tables 4-4
and 5-1 and Exhibit A for a comparison of alterna
tives for Birchbank flow. In general, the DOP
should have produced nearly identical frequency
curves at Birchbank for all of the SOSs. However
for SOS9a, additional water was released from Libby
for sturgeon which raised the pool of Kootenay

Lake, which produced more outflow and raised the
flows at Birchbank.

5.3 BONNERS FERRY STAGE

For Bonners Ferry stage, SOSs 4c, 9a, 9b, 9c, and PA
were significantly different from SOS 2c and from
one another. All other SOSs produced frequency
curves similar to SOS 2c, 4c, 9a, 9b, 9c, or PA. The
effect for all when compared to SOS 2c is increased
flooding at Bonners Ferry. SOS 4c caused the most
damages, followed by SOS 9c, SOS 9b, SOS 9a, and
SOS PA. See Thbles 4-5 and 5-1 and Exhibit A for
a comparison of alternatives for Bonners Ferry
stage.

The "Integrated Rule Curves (IRC)" alternative
(SOS 4c) has attempted to accommodate flood
control. A combination of DOP at Duncan, releases
from Libby, winter runoff patterns, and Kootenay
Lake maximum elevation limits imposed by the
International Joint Commission (IJC) are controlling
flood levels at Bonners Ferry. The higher winter
elevation targets imposed by the IRCs, coupled with
above average winter runoff make it impossible to
evacuate the prescribed amount of water from
Libby by 30 April without violating the IJC limits at
Kootenay Lake. As a result, Libby cannot be
drafted as prescribed, Bonners Ferry loses flood
protection, and the resultant frequency curves at
Bonners Ferry in these SOSs are significantly higher
than the SOS 2c frequency curve. In general,
scenarios that feature additional releases from
Libby Dam for sturgeon produce more outflow
which ultimately raises the flows at Bonners Ferry.
This situation can be exacerbated when Lake
Kookanusa is held high from regulation to Inte
grated Rule Curves. This can happen even if the
IRCs are not in effect, but the IRCs exacerbate this
condition.
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5.4 COLUMBIA FALLS FLOW

For Columbia Falls, only SOS 9a was significantly
different from SOS 2c. All other SOSs produced
frequency curves similar to SOS 2c, or 9a. SOS 9a
increased flood damages over SOS 2c. Significantly
increased flows from Hungry Horse in April and
May in all study years resulted in raising the SOS 9a
frequency curve across all probabilities. See Thbles
4-6 and 5-1 and Exhibit A for a comparison of
alternatives for Columbia Falls flow.

5.5 FLATHEAD LAKE ELEVATION

For Flathead Lake elevation, only SOS PA was
significantly different from SOS 2c. All other SOSs
produced frequency curves similar to SOS 2c or PA.
SOS PA increased flood damages over SOS 2c. In
SOS5 and SOS6, Dworshak was removed from
proportional draft requiring Hungry Horse and
Libby to be drafted heavier than in SOS 2c to try
and meet power demand. This caused an increase in
flows from Hungry Horse, which caused inflows to
Flathead Lake to increase, thereby raising the
maximum annual forebay elevation. This accounts
for the minor differences in the plotted points in the
frequency curves of SOS 2c, SOS5, and SOS6. In
real-time operation, foreknowledge of the interac
tion of the operations of Dworshak, Hungry Horse
and Libby would reduce the number of times that
Flathead Lake rises to above normal full pool. See
Thbles 4-7 and 5-1 and Exhibit A for a comparison
of alternatives for Flathead Lake elevation.

When the frequency curves for SOS 2c, and PA are
plotted together, the SOS PA curve shifts to the left
of SOS 2c (see Figure 5-1), which ultimately forces
Flathead to above normal maximum pool more
frequently. Flathead's normal maximum pool is
exceeded about about once every 10 years in SOS 2c
and once every 4 years in SOS PA.

5.6 FLATHEAD LAKEIKERR DAM OUTFLOW

For Flathead Lake outflow, SOS PA was significantly
different from SOS 2c. All other SOSs produced
frequency curves similar to SOS 2c or SOS PA.

Flood Control Appendix

SOS PA produced a higher frequency curve (more
damages) than SOS 2c, but only for low to moder
ately high flows. The increase in outflows from SOS
2c to SOS PA is due to the increased elevations of
Flathead Lake which increased the outflows of Kerr
Dam. See Tables 4-8 and 5-1 and Exhibit A for a
comparison of alternatives for Flathead Lake outflow.

5.7 LAKE PEND OREILLE ELEVATION

For Lake Pend Oreille elevation, all SOSs produced
frequency curves similar to SOS 2c. See Thbles 4-9
and 5-1 and Exhibit A for a comparison of alterna
tives for Lake Pend Oreille elevation. See para
graph 4.2.6 for details of the operation of Lake Pend
Oreille.

5.8 LAKE PEND OREILLElALBENI FALLS
OUTFLOW

For Lake Pend Oreille outflow, all SOSs produced
frequency curves similar to SOS 2c. See Thbles
4-10 and 5-1 and Exhibit A for a comparison of
alternatives for Lake Pend Oreille outflow. See
paragraph 4.2.6 for details of the operation of Lake
Pend Oreille.

5.9 SPALDING FLOW

For Spalding flow, all SOSs produced frequency
curves similar to SOS 2c. See Thbles 4-11 and 5-1
and Exhibit A for a comparison of alternatives for
Spalding flow.

5.10 THE DALLES FLOW

The true barometer of system flood control impacts
is The Dalles frequency curve. SOSs 9a, and 9c were
significantly different from one other and from SOS
2c. All other SOSs produced frequency curves simi
lar to SOS 2c, 9a, or 9c. See Thbles 4-12 and 5-1
and Exhibit A for a comparison of alternatives for
The Dalles flow. Thble 4-12 assumes that flooding
starts at 450,000 cfs (12,735 m3/s), but it is recog
nized that minor "nuisance flooding" starts at
200,000 cfs (5665 m3/s), and serious flooding does
not really start until flows reach 450,000 cfs (12,735
m3/s). The combined short-term storage of the
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four lower Snake projects produced a flood control
benefit at the Dalles for the full range of exceedance
frequencies for SOS 6b. Drawing down Lower
Granite only (as in SOS 6d) has no flood control
effect on The Dalles.

The operation of each upstream storage project
affects flow at The Dalles. In some cases, opera
tions at two or more projects can be self-compen
sating, i.e., for an SOS, one project's operation can
increase flows while flows can be reduced at another
resulting in no net effect on flow at The Dalles.
Thus there can be increased local flooding at one
upstream location but no increased flooding at
The Dalles.

5.11 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

• There were no SOSs specifically designed to
view the effects of altering system or local
flood control, yet each of the SOSs had flood
control woven into its fabric.

• All SOSs which incorporate the Integrated
Rule Curves decrease flood control capability
both locally and at The Dalles. The develop
ment and supporting technical material of
the IRCs are still under development.

• The effects on flood control due exclusively
to VARQ rule curves (see paragraph 4.2.1)
are not demonstrated in any of the SOSs
because the use of VARQ is combined with
other operational considerations. The
FCWG believes, however, that VARQ has
the potential to be an effective operational

5

tool, which could result in increased spring
flows with minimal impact to flood control
capability. Future studies will determine the
feasibility and rules of implementation of
VARQ.

• All of the alternatives in SOS 1, SOS 2, SOS
4, SOS S, and SOS PA produced the same
results for flood control at all locations, i.e.,
no change from the no-action alternative.

• Flow augmentation raises and flattens out
the lower end of a flood control frequency
curve. This results in higher minimum flows
sustained for longer periods of time which
could conflict with the design criteria of
levees and may increase dissolved gases.
Therefore, even though the magnitude of
the damaging flood peaks does not change,
structural stress on levees may still occur.
The FCWG recommends consideration be
given to mitigation for levee degradation.

• Reservoir elevation targets raise the upper
end of a flood control frequency curve. This
results in higher peak flows and greater flood
damages.

• All four Lower Snake projects must be drawn
down (SOS 6b) for a flood control benefit to
be realized at The Dalles. Drawing down
Lower Granite only (SOS 6d), has little or no
effect on flood control.

• The only location which receives a flood
control benefit when compared to SOS 2c is
The Dalles.
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Table 5-1. 50S Comparison Matrix for Flood Control Work Group

Flood Control Appendix

SOS BIRD BFEI CFMM KERR KERR ALF ALF SPDI TDA
ELEV FLOW ELEV FLOW

la 2c· 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c

Ib 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c

2c NAA NAA NAA NAA NAA NAA NAA NAA NAA

2d 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c

4c 2c X 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c

5b 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c

5c 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c

6b 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c X

6d 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c

9a X X X 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c X

9b 2c X 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c

9c 2c X 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c 2c X

PA 2c X 2c X X 2c 2c 2c 2c

* Each entry indicates to which other SOS the SOS in question is the same, e.g., for Birchbank, the frequency
curve for SOSla is the same as SOS2c. SOS 2c is the No-Action Alternative (NAA).

BIRB = Birchbank BFEI = Bonners Ferry CFMM = Columbia Falls ALF = Albeni Falls
SPDI = Spalding IDA =The Dalles X = Frequency curve significantly different from any other SOS
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Figure 5-1. Frequency Curve for Flathead Lake Pool
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CHAPTER 6

LIST OF PREPARERS

6.1 LIST OF PREPARERS

Table 6-1 gives a list of the preparers of this
manual.

Table 6-1. List of Preparers

6

Education! Experience & Role in
Name (Years of Experience) Expertise Preparation

Peter F. Brooks M.S. Engineering Hydrology (flood control) and Technical and Impacts
B.S. Engineering Technology Water Resource Management Analysis and Principal
20 years Author

Douglas D. Speers M.S. Engineering Hydrology (flood control) and Technical Analysis, Author,
B.S. Engineering Water Resource Management and Detailed Review
35 years

Patrick McGrane M.S. Engineering Hydrology and Reservoir Technical Analysis, Author,
B.S. Watershed Sciences Regulation and Detailed Review
5 years

Brian Kuepper B.S. Engineering Reservoir Operations Author and Review
5 years

Dan Yribar M.B.A. Hydrology and Reservoir Technical Analysis and
B.S. Engineering Operations Review
25 years

James D. Ruff M.S. Water Resources Management Hydrology and Reservoir Technical Analysis and
B.S. Engineering Operations Review
20 years

Kelvin Ketchum M.S. Engineering Hydrology and Reservoir Review
B.S. Engineering Operations
15 years

Dave Reese M.S. Engineering Hydrology and Water Control Review
B.S. Engineering
20 years

William Gordon B.S. Engineering Hydrology and Reservoir Author and Review
35 years Operations
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CHAPTER 7

GLOSSARY

7

Anadromous Fish: Fish, such as salmon or steelhead
trout, that hatch in freshwater, migrate to and mature
in the ocean, and return to fresh water as adults to
spawn.

AUTOREG: A computer model specifically designed
as a pre/post processor for the SSARR Model.

Biological Rule Curves: Curves developed in an at
tempt at optimizing reservoir elevations and dis
charges to meet fishery needs. Target levels are a func
tion of the volume runoff forecast. The curves consider
power and flood control requirements.

Columbia River Treaty: U.S. Canadian agreement for
bilateral development and management of the Colum
bia River to achieve flood control and increased power
production.

Control Points: Specific locations on river systems that
serve as indicators in appraising the size and magnitude
of flood events. For example, the gage at Bonners
Ferry, Idaho is the control point below Libby Dam.

Critical Rule Curves (CRC): Graphic or tabular repre
sentations of reservoir storage water levels under criti
cal streamflow conditions at various times of the year
during all years of a critical period.

Cubic feet per second (cfs): A measurement of water
flow representing one cubic foot of water moving past a
given point in one second. One cfs is equal to 7.48gal
lons per second and 0.028 m3 per second.

Detailed Operating Plan (DOP): A strategy for regula
tion of the Canadian Columbia River Treaty projects
negotiated on an annual basis by the Columbia River
Treaty Operating Committee, a group consisting of
representatives of the Corps, BPA, Reclamation, and
BC Hydro. In and attempt to reflect the most current

water availability and system demands, the DOP is an
updated version of the Assured Operating Plan agreed
upon by the Committee for long range planning six
years earlier. If the Committee is unable to agree upon
a satisfactory Detailed Operating Plan, then the As
sured Operating Plan will govern Canadian Treaty
project regulation in any given year.

Draft: Reduction of amount of water stored in a reser
voir, usually measured in acre-feet or feet.

Drawdown: The distance the water surface of a reser
voir is lowered from a given elevation as a result of
withdrawing water.

Firm Energy Load Carrying Capability (FELCC): The
amount of firm energy that the region's hydroelectric
system, and individual system or project can be called
on to produce during actual operations from all firm re
sources.

Flood Control Rule Curve (FCRC): A curve, or group
of curves, indicating reservoir elevation or drawdown
required to control floods.

Flood- Frequency Curve: A graphic presentation
which indicates the probability that a particular flood
event will be equalled or exceeded in any given year.

FlowAugmentation: Strategy which provides more wa
ter in the rivers than was historically provided to move
juvenile fish rapidly downstream.

Headwater Project: The highest upstream dam in a giv
en river basin. Libby, Hungry Horse and Dworshak are
considered headwater projects.

Operating Rule Curve: A curve, or group of curves, in
dicating how a reservoir is to be operated under specif
ic conditions and for specific purposes.
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Outflow Diagram: Chart that is used to determine dis
charge from dams required as a function of the volume
runoff forecast.

Pacific Northwest Coordination Agreement: A binding
agreement among BPA, the Corps, Reclamation, and
the major generating utilities in the Pacific Northwest
that stemmed from the Columbia River Treaty, The
Agreement specifiesa multitude of operating rules, cri
teria, and procedures for coordinating operation of the
system for power production. It directs operation of
major generating facilitiesas though they belonged to a
single owner.

Rule curves: Graphic representations of water levels,
used to guide reservoir operations.

Run-of-river dams: Dams that provide little or no
flood control storage. They often feature hydroelectric
generating plants that operate based only on available
streamflow and minimal short-term storage (hourly,
daily, or weekly).

Spill: Water that passes over a spillwaywithout going
through turbines.

SSARR Model: (Streamflow Synthesis And Reservoir
Regulation model) A computer model created to simu
late the Columbia River System on a daily basis.

Flood Control Appendix

Storage Reservation Diagram: Chart used for flood
control operations to determine reservoir evacuation
requirements as a function of the volume runoff fore
cast.

Storage reservoirs: Reservoirs that have space for re
taining water from springtime snowmelt. Retained wa
ter is released as necessary for multiple uses - power
production, fish passage, irrigation, and navigation.

Upper Rule Curve: Representation of monthly flood
requirements from SRD for system regulation studies.

VARQ: (Variable Discharge based on forecast) A
strategy that allows greater releases from headwater
projects during the refill period and correspondingly
less draft when volume runoff forecasts are low.

Water Budget: A volume of water reserved and re
leased in the spring if needed to assist in the down
stream migration ofjuvenile salmon and steelhead.

Zero Damage Level: The stage or discharge associated
with a control point which is the lower limit where dam
ages occur, sometimes referred to as bankfull.
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ACRO~SANDABBRE~TIONS

7

BPA
BRC
CEAA

cfs
CORPS
DOP
EIS
ESA
FCRC
FCWG
USFS
USF&WS
LTC
IRG
maf
NEPA

Bonneville Power Administration
Biological Rule Curves
Canadian Entitlement Allocation
Agreements
cubic feet per second
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Detailed Operating Plan
Environmental Impact Study
Endangered Species Act
Flood Control Rule Curve
Flood Control Work Group
U.S. Forest Service
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
International Joint Commission
Integrated Rule Curve
million acre feet
National Environmental Policy Act

NMFS
NPS
NWPCC
PNCA

PNUCC

SEIS

SOR
SOS
SRD
SSARR

URC
USBR
VARQ

National Marine Fisheries Service
National Park Service
Northwest Power Planning Council
Pacific Northwest Coordination
Agreement
Pacific Northwest Utilities Conference
Committee
Supplemental Environmental Impact
Study
System Operation Review
System Operation Strategy
Storage Reservation Diagram
Streamflow Synthesis and Reservoir
Regulation Model
Upper Rule Curve
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
Variable Discharge based on forecast
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